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ABSTRACT
This report deals with the development of a software package for 
evaluating the performance of a radar for single and multiple 
return pulse integration and fluctuating and non-fluctuating 
targets, as defined by Blake [1 and 2] and Hovanessian [3].
The software provides the user with a Personal Compute?: based 
package allowing him to calculate :
i- the stgnal-to-noise ratio required, to give a specified 
target detection probability for a specified false alcrm 
probability, and number of integrated pulses.
ii. the effective target cross-section for various 
fluctuation models.
iii. the detection performance versus range of a given radar 
using i and ii.
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Rmax = maximum radar range.
Pt = "transmitted power, Watts.
Qt = transmitting anteny<i gain, dB.
Gx = receiving antenna gain, dB.
S s target radar cross section, m2 
Lambda = wavelength, metres.
Sain = minimum signal to noise ratio required for a specific 
Pfa and Pd-
" pattern propagation factor,•transmitting antenna to target
Fr = pattern propagation factor, target to receiving antenna
k  = Boltzmann’s constant = 1 . 38 x 10"'23 J.K-1.
T = equivalent noise temperature (290®K).
B = receiver bandwidth, Hertz.
L = System Losses (both -transmit and receive).
S = (S/N) = signal-to-noise ratio.
I0 (x) = Modified Bessel function of order aero, 
v z the receiver output voltage.
Py = the probability of detection. 
v t = E t =  fixed Lhresho.ld voltage level,
psn = probability density function of v. ■'
P-ga = the probability of false alarm.
% ( v )  = probability density of the detector output voltage when 
the input is noise.
o= = the noise power at the detector input.
1 . ItttBODOCTIOH
Radar is a prime example of the use of electromagnetic waves for 
remote sensing. Its development has been stimulated primarily by 
military needs for surveillance, navigation, and weapon control, 
but it is widely used in many important civilian applications.
Modern commercial air travel relies heavily on radar navigation 
on board aircraft and for air-traffic control on the ground.
Radar is found on almost all the commercial shipping atd on many 
pleasure boats.
As a remote sensor, it responds to targets as close as tens of 
feet, (as in police speedmeters), to ranges of hundreds of 
millions of miles, as in large radars used by astronomers to 
probe thrf planets.
Radar is simple in concept even though in most instances its 
practical implementation is not. It operates by radiating 
electromagnetic energy and detecting the presence and character 
of the echo return from reflecting objects.
As an active device it utilizes its own controlled illumination 
to detect the target and to probe the target characteristics. It 
does not depend on energy radiated by the target itself, as does 
the radiometer, cr on the energy reflected from uncontrolled 
sources, as does the optical camera.
The ability to detect a target at great distances and to locate 
its position with relatively high accuracy are the two chief 
attributes of radar. Although radar technology has been advanced 
primarily by the military, benefits have spilled over into many 
important civilian applications, of which a principal example is 
the navigation and control of ships and aircraft.
The radar principle has been applied from frequencies of a few 
Megahertz (HF) upto ultraviolet (laser radar). This represents a 
frequency ratio of about 109:1. The particular techniques used 
in implementing the radar concept differ markedly over this wide 
range of frequencies, but the basic principle remains the same.
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figure 1 Block diagram of a radar employing a power-
amplifler transmitter and a superheterodyne 
receiver.
The figure shown above illustrates the block diagram of one form 
of simple radar. The radar signal, usually in the form of a 
repetitive train of short pulses, is generated by a transmitter 
and radiated into space by an antenna.
The duplexer permits a single antenna to be used for both 
transmission and reception. Reflecting objects, 01- targets, 
intercept and reradiate a portion of the radar signal; a small 
amount returns in the direction of the radar.
Some of the returned signal, or echo, is collected by the antenna 
and detected in the receiver. The presence of reflected energy 
reveals the presence of a target.
Comparison of the returned signal with that transmitted yields 
information about the target, such as its location, size, shape, 
and whether it is in motion relative to the radar. In most 
radars the extracted information is displayed on a 
cathode-ray-tube where it is viewed by an operator. In some 
applications, for example weapon control, the radar output may 
bypass the operator and actuate a control system without human 
intervention.
The form of the electromagnetic signal radiated by the radar 
depends on the desired information that is wanted about the 
target. A pulse radar for aircraft surveillance, for instance, 
may generate a repetitive train of short pulses, each a few 
microseconds in width, at a repyrition rate of several hundred 
per second.
Eor accurate range measurement short pulses, which occupy a small 
volume of space, or longer 'chirped* pulses which occupy a wide 
spectral bandwidth are used.
To sense accurately the doppler frequency shift introduced in the 
reflected signal by a moving target, the signal waveform must be 
long in duration. An example is the continuous wave (CW) doppler
In addition to the widely used pulse train, there are many other 
possible waveforms, including GW with frequency modulation, 
pulses with frequency or phase modulation, and bursts of pulses.
Theory prescribes the optimum waveform for a particular set of 
constraints on measurement accuracy, ambiguity, resolution, and 
clutter discrimination.
The Radar Equation
Radars are electromagnetic devices used for detection of targets 
by radiating electromagnetic energy and examining -the reflected 
energy. The term 'target1 will refer to any reflecting object 
which interferes with the tra. smitted wave and reflects part of 
its energy. The definition deviates from the common notion of 
targets as hostile aircraft or missiles.
It will be seen that a comparison of the properties of the 
transmitted energy with that of the reflected energy from a 
target will result in parameters relating the relative radar 
target positions. The frequency shift between transmitted and 
reflected wave is proportional to radar target closing rate and 
the delay between transmitted and received electromagnetic energy 
is proportional to the distance between the radar and the target.
The detection range of a radar system is primarily a function of 
three parameters: 1) transmitted power, 2) antenna gain, and 3) 
receiver sensitivity. Increasing the transmitted power will 
increase the radiated energy which, in turn will result in a 
stronger target return. The antenna gain is a measure of the 
radiated energy in the direction of the target as compared to 
uniform radiation .of energy. Receiver sensitivity is a measure 
of the capability o' the receiver in detecting target returns.
1I
The form of the radar equation shown below expresses the maximum 
radar range Emax in terms of radar and target parameters:
[pt Gt Gr 2 Lambda8(4x)3 %  Fr (MB) LJ"
CESSATION 11
where P-j, = transmitted power, Watts
Pfa ~ probability of false alarm 
Pd = probability of detection 
Gfc = transmitting ant.Qnna gain, dB 
Gr = receiving antenna gain, dB 
2 = radar target cross section, ma 
Lambda = operating wavelength, metres 
Sm-in = minimum signal to noise ratio for a given Pfa
F-t = pattern propagation factor, transmitting antenna 
to target path 
Fr = pattern propagation factor, target to receiving 
antenna path 
k = Boltzmann's constant = 1.38 x 10~23 J/'K 
T = equivalent noise temperature (290*K)
B = receiver bandwidth, Berta 
L = System Losses (both transmit and receive)
All the parameters are to some extent under the control of the 
radar designer, except for the target cross section ‘2 ’. The 
radar equation states that if long range detection is required
1 ) the transmitted power must be large,
2 ) the radiated energy must be concentrated into a narrow beam 
(high transmitting antenna gain),
3) the received echo energy must be collected with a large 
antenna aperture (also synonymous with high gain),
4) and the receiver must be sensitive to weak signals.
In practice, the radar equation does not predict the range 
performance of actual radar equipment to a satisfactory degree of 
accuracy. The predicted values of radar range are usually 
optimistic.
In some cases the particular radar detection range might can be 
half of that predicted by Equation 1.
Part of this discrepancy is due to the failure of Equation 1 to 
explicitly include the various losses that occur throughout the 
system or the loss in performance usually experienced when 
electronic equipment is operated in the field rather than under 
laboratory-type conditions.
Another important factor that must be considered in the radar 
equation is the statistical or unpredictable nature of several of 
the parameters.
The minimum detectable signal and the target cross
section ‘t ’ are both statistical in nature and are expressed in 
statistical terms.
Detection in the Radar Receiver
The ability of a radar receiver to detect a weak echo signal is 
limited by the noise energy that occupies the same portion of the 
frequency spectrum as does the signal energy. The weakest signal 
the receiver can detect is called the minimum detectable signal 
(MDS).
The specification of the minimum detectable.signal is sometimes 
difficult because of its statistical nature and because the 
criterion for deciding whether a target is present or not, may 
not be too well defined.
Detection is based on establishing a threshold level at the 
output of the receiver. If the receiver output exceeds the 
threshold, a signal is assumed to be present. This is called 
threshold.detection.
In the detection circuitry of the radar, the target return power 
is processed in the presence of receiver noise. The figure shown
below is a qualitative description of target detection in the 
presence of receiver noise.
Voltage Target Return False Alarm
Level
.Mean Noise
Figure 2 Radar receiver output a function of time
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A target is said to be detected if the envelope crosses the set 
threshold. The threshold is set so as to result in an acceptable 
number of false alarm (threshold crossings due to noise per given 
time, for example, five per minute).
Too low a threshold increases the likelihood that noise alone 
will rise above the threshold and be taken for a real signal.
Such an occurrence is called a false alarm. Thus, the settings 
of thresholds is a trade-off between the desired false alarm rate 
and the detection capability.
Increasing the threshold level will, of course, decrease the 
number of false alarms, but it will also decrease target 
detection capability.
In defining false alarm rates and threshold settings, the type of 
displays, the required display density, and human factors such as 
the experience of operators can also be considered.
2.3. Probability of Detection and Signal To Noise Ratio
The probability of target detection depends on the vaJue of 
target echo signal-to-noise ratio (S/M) in th receiver and the 
threshold setting in the receiver detection circuitry. High 
values of S/N correspond to high values of target return power. 
Higher thresholds raise the level of power at which target 
returns will be detected thereby degrading detection capability.
On the other hand higher detection thresholds reduce the rate of 
false alarms (noise crossing threshold levels) making detection 
of strong echo targets on the display easier.
Given the equations defining probability of detection as a 
function of signal-to-noise-ratio with probability of false alarm 
as a variable, the designer can calculate the range performance 
of a given radar for a given target using Equation 1.
2.4. Radar Target Cross Section
The discussion of the minimum signal-to-noise ratio assumes that 
the echo signal received from a particular target does not vary 
with time. Tr practice, however, the echo signal from a target 
in motion is never constant.
The cross sections of complex targets (the usual type of radar 
target) are very sensitive to target aspect. Therefore, aa the 
target aspect changes relative to the radar, variations in the 
echo signal will result.
A  method of accounting for a fluctuating cross section in the 
radar equation is to select a lower bound, that is, a value of
cross section that is exceeded for some specified (large) 
fraction of time. For all practical purposes the value selected 
is a minimum and the target will always present a cross section . 
greater than that selected. This procedure results in a 
conservative prediction of radar range and has the advantage of 
simplicity.
To properly account for target cross-section fluctuations, the 
probability density function and the correlation properties with 
time must be known for the particular target and type of 
trajectory.
Curves of radar cross section as a function of aspect angle and a 
knowledge of trajectory with respect to the radar are needed to 
obtain an exact value for the dynamic radar cross section of a 
target at any time.
Thus we define the probability-density function, which gives the 
probability of finding any particular value of target cross 
section between the values of Z and Z + d Z ,  whilst the 
auto-correlation function describes the degree of correlation of 
the cross section with time or number of pulses.
Coverage Diagrams
The vertical coverage diagram is typically a range-height-angle
Plots of the radar range as a function of elevation angle can be 
made on such charts.
Such plots are called coverage diagrams.
In general, the curvature of the earth cannot be neglected when 
predicting radar coverage. This is especially true for coverage 
at low elevation angles near the horizon. The two regions of 
interest in radar propagation are the interference region and the 
diffraction region.
The interference, or optical, region is located within line of 
sight of the radar. The direct and reflected waves interfere to 
produce a lobed radiation pattern similar to that for a plane
Lobing, however, is not as pronounced in the case of the round 
earth; the minima are not as deep nor are the maxima as great 
sinoe a wave reflected from a curved surface is more divergent 
than one reflected from a plane.
The other region of interest is that which lies just beyond the 
interference region below the radar line of sight and is the 
diffraction, or the shadow, region.
-  a  -
Here radar signals are rapidly attenuated. Very few microwave 
radars have the capability of penetrating the diffraction, region 
to any extent because of the severe losses.
The effect of the round earth on radar coverage can be predicted 
by analytical means for the idealized case of a ’smooth’ earth of 
known, uniform properties.
There exists in the literature the necessary graphs and 
nomographs which simplify the computation of the radar coverage.
3. FOBHOEATIOR OF THE S?tf , m
A personal computer based radar desigr, package was to be 
developed which allows the designer to input the known parameters 
with regards to a particular "vadar.
Information such as the radar transmitting power, the 
transmitting and receiving antenna gains, the target radar cross 
section, the pattern propagation factor (PFF) for the 
transmitting antcnns-to-targct-path and the PPF for the 
target-to-receiving antenna path, the receiver bandwidth, the 
generalised system losses, the wavelength and the signal to noise 
ratio are typical input parameters.
Those that can typically be calculated (if not available) are the 
probability of detection, and minimum signal to noise ratio given 
the probability of false alarm and also the losses due to target - 
cross section fluctuation.
A simple flow chart of the problem is given below.
Input of known parameters : I
Pt,Gr,Gt,FPF(trans),PPF(targ) 
Bn,L ,Lambda,S/N I
YES
Display the results
Calculate Pd,Pfa 
S/N and target
Is nil the information 
available (Y/N) ?
Calculate Radar Performance
Figure 3 Simple Flow Chart of the Problem
3.1. Calculation of the Radar Range
The derivation and the formulation of the radar equation as 
described in section 2.1 was done over a long period of time.
The particular equation which is used in the software package 
which was .developed is described later.
(A complete and detailed discussion of all those factors that 
influence the prediction of the radar range is beyond the scope 
of this thesis. For this reason many subjects will be treated 
only lightly. More detailed information will be found in 
subsequent sections or in the references listed at the end of 
this thesis.)
The development of the software for evaluation of the radar range 
was very quick. All that was needed was a definition of the 
variables to be used, prompting of the user for the necessary 
inputs, evaluating Equation 1 and then displaying the results 
obtained. Note that here it was assumed that and 2 were
easily evaluated or available to the user. Routines were 
developed later allowing the user to evaluate Sn,;n and 2 using 
techniques descirbed by Blake [1 and 2] and Hovanessian [3].
3.2. Integration Package
The development of a numerical integration package was clearly 
necessary. Simpson's rule was to be considered. The 
Rectangular, Trapezoidal and Run/<e-Kutta rules were also 
considered so that the most efficient and optimum method of 
numerical integration could be determined.
In the rules given below, the interval from x = a to x = b is 
subdivided into n equal parts by the points a = xg, x^,
* 2" ••• ' xn-l’ xn = b and we let yg = fUfl),
yi = f(%1), ya = f(X2)i ... , yn = f(xn), h=(b-a)/n.
3.2.1. The Rectangular Formula
j f(x) dx 5 h(y0  4 y* -I- y2 * ... + yn-i) 
b " .
[EQUATION 23
- 1 1 -
The error in the rectangular rule is of the order h, ie. 
E = 0(h).
3.2.2. The Trapezoidal Formula
| f(x) dx E h/2(y0 + 2y% + Zyz + + 2yn-l + ^n)
b
[EQUATION 3]
The error in the trapezoidal rule is of the order he , ie.
E = 0(ha ).
3.2.3. Simpson's Formula (Parabolic formula) for n even
J f(x) dx = h/3(y0 + 4y1 + 2y2 + 4y3 + ...
2yn-2 + 47n-l + 7n)
[EQUATION 43
The error in Simpson's rule is of the order h4, ie.
E = 0(h4 ). This implies that it integrates cubics exactly.
3.2.4. The Runge Kutta Method
This method is actually the four point method, often called the 
Runge Kutta method.
It is performed as follows:
= hf(xn ,yn ) 
kg = hf (Xjj+h/2 , yn+k^/2 ) 
kg a hf(xnm / 2 ,yn+k2/2 ) 
k4 s hf (xn+h,yn+k3)
f(x)dx s is approximated and given as follows: 
Vn+1 = y-a l/6 (k1+2k2+2k3+k4 )
[EQOAflOH 5]
The local truncation error has order 6 i.e. it behaves like 
0(h°), and the global truncation error behaves like O(h^).
Each of the equations for the approximation of definite integrals 
was implemented and the results obtained were very favourable.
The Bunge Kutta technique clearly proved the best method. It 
allows the step length h  to be varied as it is increased 
between the lower and upper limits of the integral to be 
evaluated.
It was therefore decided that this technique would be the one 
used for the numerical integration of the probability of 
detection function.
3.3. Bessel Function Evaluation
The need to evaluate the Modified Bessel function arose because 
the equations for the determination of the probability of 
detection for a radar used the Bessel function.
The Modified Bessel function of the first kind of order n is 
expressed as follows:
IB (x) = which can also be expressed as an infinite
For n = 0, we have
I0(x) = 1 + X 2 + X 4 + X 6
22 22 .42 22 .42 .62
[EQUATION 6]
The evaluation of the infinite series when implemented was taken 
to an accuracy for values up to x26 (where x ranges from aero 
to ten). However, it was decided to use the integral 
representation of the Bessel function (see below) which allows 
the Bessel function to be accurately calculated at any value of x 
and not be limited in the range from zero to ten.
The integral representation is as follows:
I0 (x) = (l/2x) eXsinB
[E60ATIOH 7]
3.4. Probability of detection
A large quantity of experimental and theoretical work has been 
carried out by several persons in this particular field. It is 
here that most of this report is concentrated on.
The main sources of background information obtained was that of 
Blake and also Bovanessian. Host of the work done by Blake dates 
back to the Second World War and papers on this topic of research 
were finally released in 1969.
An outline of Blake’s equations and methods used to obtain the 
graph included as Appendix A is given below. The main aim of 
this report was to prove the validity of these curves and to try 
to reproduce them to a reasonable accuracy. The method used by 
Bovanessian will be discussed later.
3.4.1. Single Pulse Detection
The curve shown in Appendix A  was machine computed by Blake (and 
machine plotted), using mathematical results derived by others.
The probability of detection is formally given by the expression
where v is the receiver output voltage (after all predecision 
processing, including integration or averaging of successive 
pulses in the case of pulse radar, doppler filtering in the case 
of CW or pulse doppler radar). The quantity is a fixed 
threshold level of voltage that depends on the allowable rate of
[EQUATION 8]
'false alarms’ (decision that a signal is present when in fact 
there is no signal). The function paa is the probability 
density of v, which is a random variable because it is the 
resultant receiver output when both signal (s) and noise (n) are 
present in the output.
The probability of false alarm is
where pn (v) is the probability density of the detector output 
voltage when the input is noise, with no signal present. The 
function p sn must of course reduce to pn when the signal 
power has zero value.
The value of Pg, equation (8 ) obviously depends on the value 
selected for v^; this value is chosen, as is evident from 
equation (9), by first deciding what value of Pfa is desired, 
or required, and then solving equation (9) for the value of v^ 
that results in this value of Pfa.
Of course, this solution can be obtained analytically only if 
Pn(v) is an integrable function.
The graph included as Appendix A gives values of as a 
function of the signal to noise power ratio S/N, for detection of 
a single pulse (no integration), and a linear rectifier detector 
(sometimes referred to as an envelope detector). The equations 
for pn (v) and Pgn (v-) for this case, as has been shown by 
North [4] and others, are
Pfa = J Pn<v ) dv '
vt
[EQUATION 9J
-vVZo*
Pn Cv) = (v/cf8) e
[EQUATION 10]
-(v*/2oa+S)
Psn(v) = (v/ua ) e 10{ (v/cr) sqrt (28)}
[EQUATION 11]
where cs is the noise power at the detector input, and S is .the 
signal to noise power ratio at the same point. These equations 
assume a Gaussian distribution for the amplitude of the RF noise
voltage. This assumption is valid for the noise sources 
ordinarily present.
Ig denotes the Modified Bessel Function of the order zero, 
which is related to the ordinary zero-order Bessel function Jg 
by: I0 (x) = J0 (ix); i=sqrt(-l). Equation (10) is the 
probability density function of a Raleigh distribution, and that 
of equation (11) is sometimes referred to as the Rician 
distribution (after 8.0. Rice), who described its properties in 
detail, although it had been described previously by North and 
others.
The function of equation (10) is integrable. Therefore equation 
(9) can be solved for v^. (The integration is included as 
Appendix B). The result is
—vtVSo*
Pfa = e
[EQUATION 123
Therefore,
(vt/c) = sqrt{-21n(Rf a )}
[EQUATION 133
The ratio v^/o is the ratio of the threshold voltage to the 
predetection nas noise voltage.
It is more practical to express v% in relation to the average 
noise voltage at the detector output (since this quantity is 
easily measured; it is the tic output voltage of the detector).
Since, (see Appendix 0 for the derivation)
= 1vpn (v) dv = t
0
[EQUATION 143
it follows that
u-h = (vt/vav) = sqrt{-4 ln(P£a)/it}
[EQUATION 153
Robertson has normalised the threshold voltage differently; the
- 1 6 -
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relationship of his threshold voltage, ur to the one used here, 
ut» is
ur = sqrt (M)}/sqrt ( 4/tc-I )
where M is the number of pulses integrated (M = 1 for equation 
(18)).
Results for u-fc and also ur , obtained by Blake by digital 
computer solutions of equations (15) and (16) are listed in Table 
1 below.
Pfa ut ur
10-1 1.7122 1.3025
10~2 2.4215 2.7193
10-3 2.9657 3.7605
1ST* 3.4245 4.6381
10~5 3.8287 5.4114
4.1941 6.i:05
10-% 4.5301 6.7534
10“| 4.8429 7.3517
10-9 5.1367 7.9137
10-*? 5.4146 6.4453
10~ H 5.6788 6.950910-12 5.9313 9.4340
10-13 6.1735 9.8973
10-14 6.4068 10.3431
10-15 6.6315 10.7733
10-16 6.6489 11.1893
Table 1 Values of Single-Pulse Normalized Threshold Voltage
for a set of False Alarm Probabilities
Blake then used these values of ut computing the curves 
given in the graph im .uded as Appendix A, by numerical 
integration of equation (11) with v replaced by u = v/vav; that
P -CC«u"/4)+S]
Pd (S) = (tc/2) u e I0 [tt sqrt(nS)] du
[EQOATICW 173
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The derivation of equation (17) is included in Appendix D.
Mots that this is where the discrepancy with Blake’s equations 
and those derived occurs. The lower limit derived does not 
correspond.
Blake’s equation for a single pulse was the first to be 
considered. When implemented, the algebraic derivation was not 
checked, and thus the results obtained were incorrect. The 
equations given by Hovanessian [3] were thus considered.
Equations derived by Hovanessian
In this section the expressions relating the single look 
probability of detection ps , as a function of signal-to-noise 
ratio S/M with false alarm probability p^ as a parameter will 
be derived.
The single look probability of detection refers to detection 
probability attained by a single continuous illumination of the 
target as opposed to scan-to-scan illumination.
The effect of integration of several pulses on the probability of 
detection will be discussed later in this report.
Note that the false alarm probability pn refers to the 
condition where noise exceeds th threshold setting resulting in a 
false detection.
Consider a sinusoidal signal augmented by Gaussian noise, v(x->, 
to constitute the input of the IF filter of figure 2 below.
IF Linear 
or square
Detector
(Post I
--- j Detection j----
Integration
Threshold
Filter Bias
v(t) v ’(t) DETECTION <-»
Figure 4 Signal processing circuitry
The output v ’(t) will bo modified by filter characteristics which 
can be expressed using Fourier analysis. Assuming v ’(t) to be 
given by:
v*(t) = x(t)cos2nfct + y(t)sin2xfct
[EQUATION 183
where fc is the IF carrier frequency and x(t) and y(t) are 
orthogonal amplitudes of signal and noise oonponents, the 
detector output can be expressed as a function of x(t) and y(t) 
as follows:
v = sqrt{ x(t)e + y,(t)z}
[EQUATION 183
for a linear detector and v* for a square law detector.
The probability density and the cumulative probability for the 
envelope v are determined in a classic paper by S.O. Rice [17 and 
16] and are expressed as follows:
f- (Vs + (2 S/N)»  
p(v) = v e I0{v sqrt(2 S/N)} dv
[eoo ai :os 203
/!i
•fil
' K
| p(v)dv = |
f- — — (2 S / M l
e l0 {v sqrt(2 S/N)} dv
10 = 
p(v) =
[EQUATION 21]
envelope of signal plus noise
signal-to-noise power ratio (the multiplier 2 is 
used to convert rms signal power to peak signal
hyperbolic Bessel function of zero order 
probability density of v
0
cumulative probability distribution of ’
To develop a direct relationship between ps , p%, and S/N, 
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consider the tr-l f.ow-.uti- From equation (21), it is seen that the 
probability oi“ \ 2yi Uf.' between 0 and a fix'd threshold E+ is 
given by:
Efc %  f- v8 - (2 S / K U
| p(v)dv = | v e ' Ig{v sqrt(2 S/N)> dv
0 0
[EQUATION 22]
so that the probability of detection ps of a voltage consisting 
of a signal plus noise exceeding is:
Ps = 1 - 1 P(v) dv
CEQ0ATION 23J
Et f- v8 f 2 S/bm
ps = 1 - | v e l0{v sqrt(2 S/N)} dv
0
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For the special case of when no signal is present, equation (22) 
yields the probability Pn, of a noise only voltage exceeding 
Et. that is:
f -v*/2 f -v*/2
pn = 1 - I v e dv = v e dv
0 Kt
[EQUATION 25)
Therefore,
-Kt*/2
” [MDATIOM 26]
Defining a new variable, u such that
v = sqrt{-2 ln(u)}
[EQOAflOS 27J
It is seen that
du = -v e dv , and Et = Pn 
so that equation (24) yields
[EQUATION 281
.Pn
Ps = 1 +
-S/H
or equivalently
Ig{sqrt(-4 S/N ln(u)> du
Ig{sqrt(-4 S/N ln(u)J du
[EQUATION 293
[EQOATIOH 30]
Note from equations (29) and (30) that p s is no longer 
explicitly dependent upon threshold function E-fc- The effect of 
the threshold upon p s is completely described by the 
probability of false alarm, Equation (30) can be put in an
infinite series form and evaluated as a function of S/N with %  
as a parameter.
Equation (26) can thus be used to evaluate %  given a value of 
the probability of false alarm.
Having this value, equation (24) can then be used to calculate 
the probability of detection p s of a radar for a single pulse.
■*----------  m u u t  , 4 m
3.4.2. Detectica with Many Pulses Integrated
The equations described by Blake [1 and 2] for the detection of 
two pulses cannot practically be applied, (for even three 
pulses), and certainly not for many pulses.
However certain approximations can be made for the functions pn 
and p sn of Equations (8 ) and (9) in the many-pulse case which 
become very good if the number of pulses is sufficiently large.
These approximations are described by North [4]. They make use 
of the central limit theorem of probability theory, which states 
that the distribution of the sum of tt independent random 
variables tends to a Gaussian (or normal) form as a tends to 
infinity, no matter what the distributions are for the individual 
variables, subject to some fairly mild conditions that are well 
satisfied in the present situation.
The variance and average values of these sum distributions are 
found by applying the following two well-known theorems:
i. the standard deviation ojy for the sum of M independent 
random variables is given by
M
a if = ,
[EQUATION 31]
where <rj_ is the standard deviation of the ith 
variable. No'- that here 'S’ is the ’SUM' which must 
not be confused with the RCS (radar cross-section).
ii. the average sum, xy, is given by
[EQUATION 321
j i
I
■ • a
■•-,1 
' a 
ja
v;s
i
volta
P(v)
tions for the detector output
-(a - v) V2crgf
sqrt(2«)a0
[E6DATI0H 33]
where og and vav are found "by applying equations (31) and 
(32). Since a steady signal and constant noise powor are 
assumed, all the v^’s and s in these equations are equal; 
Jience for M pulses integrated the results are
Tav = M vj 
oy = -fM crj .
[EQUATION 94]
[EQOATIOH 35]
The quantity o,0 in equation (33) is the standard deviation of 
the output detector voltage, which is not the same as that of the 
input voltage, denoted a in equations (10) and (11).
The relationships of v% and cr^  to the detector-input quantity 
a for the noise-only case are
vln = a sqrt(7C/2 )
CB60AII0H 36]
o in = a sqrt {2-JI/2) = vin sqrt(4/7C - 1)
[EQOATIOS 373
For the signal-and-noiae case the relationships are
visn - - b o  sqrt(7E/2 ) , and
[EQUATION 38]
"Isn = Tin aqrt{(4/wMl + 5) - ba }
[EQOATION 391
-S/2 [(1+S) I0(S/2) 4 S Ii(S/2)
[EQUATION 403
(Note thtt for S = 0, b = 1, since lg(0) = 1 and li(0) = 0)
The tfalse-alarm probability is then given by
Pla(S) = VC-rz.Onn) j" ^  dv
vt
[EQOATION 413
and t-he probability of detection is
Fd(S) = l/H2%OMsn) | G ^  /ZaMsn dv
CBQOATION 423
where v% is the selected threshold voltage.
Integrals of the type shown can be written in terms of the error 
function,
rU -t« 
erf(u) - 2/47C | e dt
0
[EQOATION 433
which is a tabulated function. For computer programs, standard 
subroutines for erf(u) are available; alternatively direct
numerical integration can be employed.
In terms of this function, and with quantities in the arguments 
of the error function normalised to the average noise output (for 
M added samples), and with the normalised threshold voltage 
written as u(t.), the equation for false-alarm probability and 
probability of detection become
Pfa = 1/2 - 1/2 erf F     1
L- sqrt{ 2 (4/it-l) /M} -i
[EQOAflOB 443
This equation can be solved for u-^  by iteration, or by 
interpolation using a table of the error function. For some 
standard values of Bfa the iteration can be done 'in general* 
to find a constant kpfa such that
u-k = 1 + kpfa sqrt{2(4/tt-n/M}
[EQUATION 453
The formula for kpfa is 
kpfa = erf-1 (1-2 Pfa )
[EQUATION 463
where the notation erf-1 denotes the 'Inverse error function*.
Some useful values of kpfa, which were obtained by Blake [1 and 
23 by interpolation using a 15-place table of the error function 
are given in the table below:
Pfa kPfa
10-4 2.630
10-6 3.361
10-®. 3.968
10-10 4.498
10-12 4.974
Table 2 V.-ilues of Inverse Error Function, kpfa for Some
Standard Value of False Alarm Probability
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The corresponding equation for Pj is
• - b
1/2 - 1/2 erf 1
r  _____________________“ I
L- sqrt{2 [4{1+8 )/% - b"]/M > J• 2[4(,l s =3 :
[EQUATION 47]
Again, a constant can be found for a specified value of Pj: 
kpd = erfl (1 - 2 Fd )
[EQUATION 483
The formula for is
[EQUATION 493
It must be noted that this equation cannot be solved explicitly 
for S, because b (equation (40)) is a func1' m  of S. If the 
explicit expression for b is used, it becomes evident that an 
algebraic solution is not possible.
Consequently iteration is required for numerical solution of 
equation (49) for S, just as it would be if equation (47) were 
used directly.
Nevertheless, the procedure of finding kpd and writing equation 
(49) is advantageous when solutions for several or many values of 
N are desired for the same value of Pd , because the iterative 
solution of equation (49) does not involve numerical integration, 
as does that of equation (47).
Values of kpd for some standard values of P<j are given in 
Table 4 overleaf. These were obtained by Blake [1 and 2] by 
iteration and an error function subroutine.
It is noteworthy that
fcpd (p<!> kpd <1 pd) [EflOATION 803
so that one iteration procedure gives values of kpd for two 
values of Pd. Also for Pd = 0.5, kpd = 0 exactly.
1.6449760
0.05 1.1630870
0.10 0.9061940
0.25 0.4769363
0.50 0.0000000
0.75 -0.4769363
0.90 -0.9061940
0.95 -1.1630870
0.99 -1.6449760
Tablo 3 Values of Inverse Error Function, kpjj, for Some
Standard Values of Probability of Detection, Pj
As the number of pulses M is increased on would expect the 
results to become more accurate - because the assumption of 
Gaussian density curves for pn and p 3n (equations (10) and 
(11) is more nearly correct as the number of pulses integrated 
increases (in accordance with the central limit theorem).
It is probably a good rule of thumb that the method is virtually 
exact for numbers of pulses in the thousands, very good for 
numbers in the hundreds {error of order 0.1 dB), and in error by 
roughly 0.5 dB at about ten pulses integrated.
3.5. Target Fluctuation Effects
The previous discussions have considered a steady target signal 
in a noise background. Yet, most real radar targets are not 
steady, but rather fluctuating signals, introducing a further 
statistical uncertainty in the detection process.
In general, the effect of fluctuation is to require higher 
signal-to-noise ratios for high probability of detection, and 
lower values for low probability of detection, than those ' 
required with jioufluutuating signals.
Swerling has considered four cases, which differ in the assumed 
rate of fluctuation and the assumed statistical distribution of 
the cross section.
The two assumed rates are:
i. a relatively slow fluctuation, such that the values of 2
for successive scans of the radar bean,' past the target 
are statistically independent but 2 remains constant 
from one pulse to the next.
ii. a relatively fast fluctuation, such that the values of S
are independent from pulse to pulse within one beamwidth 
of the scan (i.e., during the integration time).
The first of the two assumed distributions for the 
received-signal is the Rayleigh form, which means that the target 
cross section 2 has a probability-density function given by
[SQOATIOB 513
where 2av is the average cross-section. (This is called a 
negative-exponential density function, but a target having this 
distribution is called a Raleigh target.)
The second assumed cross-section density function is
42 -2/2av
P(S) = —  e 
Zav*
[EQUATION 52]
(Note that the Raleigh density function for a voltage v is
p(v) - —  e (va0 )
r*
[EQUATION 53]
where r is the rms value of v; i.e. , r*=vav“ ).
The first distribution is observed when the target consists of 
many independent scattering elements, of which no single one (or 
just a few) predominate. Many aircraft, have approximately this 
characteristic at microwave frequencies, and large complicated 
targets are usually of this nature. (This result is predicted by 
the central limit theorem of probability theory.)
The second distribution corresponds to that of a target having 
one main scattering element that predominates, together with many 
smaller independent scattering elements.
In summary, the cases considered by Swelling (information
obtained from references [11] and [15]) are as follows:
Case 1: Equation (51), slow fluctuation
Case 2: Equation (51), fast fluctuation
Case 1: Equation (52), slow fluctuation
Case 1: Equation (52), fast fluctuation
Swelling's case 1 is the most often assumed when range prediction 
is to be made for a nonspecific fluctuating target.
Cases 2 and 4 are of lesser interest because they are less 
frequently encountered and because for more than about 10 pulses 
integrated the results are very nearly the same as those for the 
steady-signal case.
3.6. Coverage Diagram
The factors Ft and Fr in the range equation account for the 
facts that the target may not be in the antenna pattern maximum 
and that the wave propagation between antennas and target and may 
not be free-space propagation.
Thus Ft and Fr (F = Ft or Fr, since a monostatic radar 
uses the same antenna for both transmitting and receiving) 
contain antenna pattern factors and also account for 
ref)ection-interference (multipath) effects, diffraction and 
shauowing, absorption losses, and abnormal refraction effects.
The ultimate goal of pattern-propagation-factor calculations is 
uaually a plot of the radar maximum range (%a%) as a function 
of either the target elevation (theta^) or the target height
(bg)-
For distant targets, F can be computed as a function of theta by 
using the flat earth formulas. Here h must be less than 1000 
feet and the following inequality tan (thetai) > hj x 10-3 
must be satisfied, where hj is the height of the antenna.
However, when the inequality is satisfied the earth's curvature 
must be taken into account.
The range-height-angle relationship, for ranges very much smaller 
than the earth's radius a, is
h2 = Rmax cos*(thetai)
    + Bmax sin(thetai) + hi
[EQUATION 64]
In summary, the cases considered by Swerling (information
obtained from references [11] and [15]) are as follows:
Case 1: Equation (51), slow fluctuation
Case 2: Equation (51), fast fluctuation
Case 1: Equation (52), slow fluctuation
Case 1: Equation (52), fast fluctuation
Swerling's case 1 is the moat often assumed when range prediction 
is to be made for a nonspecific fluctuating target.
Cases 2 and 4 are of lesser interest because they are less 
frequently encountered and because for more than about 10 pulses 
integrated the results are very nearly the same as those for the . 
steady-signal case.
3,6. Coverage Diagram
The factors Ft, and F r in the range equation account for the 
facts that the target may not be in the antenna pattern maximum 
and that the wave propagation between antennas and target and may 
not be free-space propagation.
Thus F-fc and Fr (F = F-fc or Fr, since a monostatic radar 
uses the same antenna for both transmitting and receiving) 
contain antenna pattern factors and also account for 
reflection-inberference (multipath) effects, diffraction and 
shadowing, absorption losses, and abnormal refraction effects.
The ultimate go*! of pattern-propagation-factor calculations is 
uaually a plot of the radar maximum range (%£*) as a function 
of either the target elevation (thetai) or the target height 
(*>2).
For distant targets, F can b i computed as a function of theta by 
using the flat earth formulas. Here h must be less than 1000 
feet and the following inequality tan (thetai) > hi x 10“* 
must be satisfied, where hj is the height of the antenna.
However, when the inequality is satisfied the earth's curvature 
must be taken into account.
The range-height-angle relationship, for ranges very much smaller 
than the earth’s radius a, is
[EQUATION 643
A range height chart can be constructed on the basis of equation 
(54), in which the rays are straight lines and (if the range 
height scales are in the same units) the constant-range lines are 
circles with.the origin as centre.
(If the units are not the same, the constant-range lines will be 
ellipses.) The constant-height contours on this chart curve 
downward, with a curvature that is eauql to the fictitious earth 
of radius a6 = k(a + hi).
Plots of radar range as a function of the elevation angle can be 
made on such charts; such plots are called coverage diagrams.
A typical coverage diagram using a cosecant-squared shaped beam 
is shown in appendix H.
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SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM
4.1. Software Development
The software package which was developed is structured as shown 
in the flow chart included as Appendix J. It should be pointed 
out that in the development of the software package an emphasis 
was placed on a 'user friendly’ and menu driven type package.
Help menu's are included whenever a user is required to input 
information, thus aiding the radar designer.
The software was written in Turbo PASCAL (Borland). The use of 
procedures allows changes to the overall system to be made. If 
at a later stage further procedures need to be incorporated the 
modular structure of the program caters for this adequately.
4.1.1. Flow Chart Description
Refering to the flow chart included as Appendix J, the user is 
presented with the Main Menu. The various options which are 
presented to the user are as follows:
1) Calculation of the Radar Range.
2) Pfa (probability of false-alarm), Pd (probability of 
detection) curves for Single Pulse.
3) Pfa (probability of false-alarm), Pd (probability of
detection) curves for Multiple Pulse.
4) Plotting of Curves
5) Help (Y/N)
6 ) QUIT ?
£ ich of the above mentioned options will now be discussed in 
greater detail.
4.1.1.1. Calculation of the Radar Range
On selection of this option the user is prompted on whether he 
needs help or further information on the selection just made.
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In order to calculate the radar range, the user is prompted for 
the following information, namely:-
1 ) Pt (the transmitted power in watts).
2 ) Gfc (the transmitting antenna gain in dB).
3) Gr (the receiving antenna gain in dB).
4) 2 (the radar target cross section in m*). If the
target cross section is fluctuating it is calculated 
according to cases.1 to 4 as specified by Swerling 
(refer to by Skolnik [153). The user is prompted for 
the average radar cross-section which is then used to 
calculate the probability density function for the 
cross-section.
(Hefer to equations 51 and 52).
5) Ft (the pattern propagation factor for the 
transmitting antenna-to-target path).
6 ) Fr (the pattern propagation factor for the i
target-to-receiving antenna path).
7) Bq  (the receiver bandwidth in Hertz).
8 ) L (the generalised system losses in dB). This
includes:
plumbing loss (a loss experienced in the transmission 
lines which connect the output of the transmitter to the 
radar),
beam-shaoe loss (this is a loss brought into account as 
the maximum gain is employed in the radar equation 
rather than a gain that changes pulse to pulse).
limiting loss (loss caused by limiting in the radar 
receiver thus lowering the probability of detection).
collapsing loss (if the radar integrates additional 
noise samples along with the wanted slgnal-to-noise 
pulses, the added noise results in a further 
degradation).
other losses due to non-ideal equipment, operator loss, 
and field degradation.
9) Lambda (the wavelength in metres).
(Refer to equation 1 for calculating the radar range).
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10) (S/N) (the slgnal-to-noise ratio). If (S/N) needs to
be calculated depending on the type of integration to be 
performed, the user is prompted for:
The probability of detection and the probability of 
false alarm.
(Refer to equation 8 to 30).
The number of pulses to be integrated, the 
probability of detection and the probability of 
false alarm.
(Refer to equations 31 to 50).
4.1.1.2. Pd-Pfa Curves for Single Pulse Integration
The user is prompted on whether he needs help or further
information on the selection just made.
In order to generate the probability of detection versus 
signal-to-noise ratio curves for a given probability of false 
alarm for single pulse (non-coherent) integration, the user is 
prompted for the following information, namely:-
1) Table Name under which the calculated data can be
snored. (Several checks are made to see whether the 
file exists and if the user wants to create a new one).
2). SdB(Lower), SdB(Upper) the lower and upper values of
the signal-to-noise ratio range to be plotted must be 
entered.
3). Pfti, P<i for a given probability of false alarm the 
corresponding probability of detection is calculated and 
written to the specified table name.
(Refer to equations 13,18 and 24,26).
Note:- Turbo PASCAL saves its files in a hexadecimal (HEX)
format, and when the TYPE command is used under DOS the 
equivalent graphics characters are seen. A utility was 
written to save the calculated values in ASCII format 
allowing the user to TYPE the file and see the values 
tabulated.
(S/M) (the signal-to-nolse ratio). If (S/N) needs to 
be calculated depending on the type of integration to be 
performed, the user is prompted for-'
The probability of detection and the probability of 
false alarm.
(Reier to equation I
b.
the number of pulses to be integrated, the 
probability of detection and the probability of 
false alarm.
(Refer to equations 31 to 50).
Pd»Pfa Curves for Single Pulse Integration
The user is prompted on whether he needs help or further 
information on the selection just made.
In order to generate the probability of detection versus 
signal-to-noise ratio curves for a given probability of false 
alarm for single pulse (non-coherent) integration, the user is 
prompted for the following information, namely:-
Table Name under which the calculated data can be 
stored. {Several checks are made to see whether the 
file exists and if the user wants to create a new one).
SdB(Lower), SdB(Upper) the lower and upper va]ues of 
the signal-to-noise ratio range to be plotted must be 
entered.
Pfa» Pd for a Siven probability of false alarm the 
corresponding probability of detection is calculated and 
written to the specified table name.
(Refer to equations 13,18 and 24,26).
Turbo PASCAL s<. ves its files in a hexadecimal (BEX) 
format, and when the TYPE command is used under DOS the 
equivalent graphics characters are seen. A utility was 
written to save the calculated values in ASCII format 
allowing the user to TYPE the file and see the values 
tabulated.
pd> pfa Curves for Multiple Pulse Integration
Once again the user is prompted on whether hi needs help or 
further information on the selection just made,.
In order to generate the probability of detection versus 
signal-to-noise ratio curves for a given probability of false 
alarm, for multiple pulsfi (noil-coherent.) integration the user is 
prompted for the following information, namely:-
1. Table name under which the calculated data can be 
stored. (Several checks are made to see whether the 
file exists and if the user wants to create a new one).
2. SdB(lower), SdB(uppejc) values of the signal-to-noise 
ratio range to be plotted must be entered.
3. M  the number of pulses to be integrated.
4. Pfa* I’d for a given probability of false alarm the 
corresponding probability of detection for multiple 
pulse integration is calculated and written to the 
specified table name.
Note:- At present this option is not working satisfactorily.
The only equations which could be obtained for the 
integration of multiple pulses are taken from Blake [1 
and 2]. The equations which Blake has given could not 
be derived.
(Refer to equations 31 to 60).
4.1.1.4. Curve Plot Procedure for Tables Generated
The user is prompted on whether he needs help or further 
information on the selection just made.
In order to plote the probability of detection versus 
signal-U*-nuis6 ratio curves for a given probability of false 
alarm, for both single and multiple pulse (non-coherent) 
integration the user is prompted for the following information, 
namely:-
1. Table name under which the calculated data was stored.
A oheck is made to see whether the file exists and if it 
does it is plotted.
2. Printout The user is given the option to obtain a 
printout of the girpah appearing on the console. The 
printer must be able to print graphic characters.
4.1.1.5. Coverage Di
The uses is prompted for the for the angle at which the maximum 
antenna-pattern gain occurs.
The transmitting and receiving antenna gain at the varying angles 
must then be entered'.
The values are i :ed in a file. The file is then read and using 
equation (1 ) with , 11 the necessary parameters the radar range 
’ or varying angle of elevation and height is calculated using 
equation (54).
This option has not yet been completed in the software package 
presently available
(Befer to equation (64))
5. rSQBLSHS SRCOTSTSBSD AND THSfit SOLOMONS
The development of the software package went quite quickly at 
first.
This involved developing code t6 evaluate the radar range 
equation. ' 1
The user would be prompted for the different parameters and the 
radar range calculated.
At this point in time the values of the signal-to-noise ratio and 
the fluctuation^ targets had not beeq consj ooz'od.
With the given equations, A was liwplement the
system using TDRBO Pascal "8 tha <leyelo(M"’zn. and the
TURBO Graphics utilities ;'.?r graphics function-;.
The integral technique which v.:;ed was the 4th ofdeY Rung® 
Kutta, giving good results foi; mix V .'unctions integ-cat-sd.
Tiie equations that Blake derived we* Uipje-Jiented fjirst,. Blake’s 
equation for determining p.’voba >i .t,' r,y of dete«ticin for a 
single pulse is given ?.& eq.yati.on (17). i.'
Many problems were encountered, , -/ V
1) Firstly Blake dees not. thk units which h<» uses for the
various variables in ei .uatlo-v-i. ,
2) Typically the signal-bo-sciHe^rtitlio, is this in' 'jeoibs^p 
(dB), a voltage ratio, a ’ratio, or is i1:.
ratio. 1 ■ ■; j, V .
3) The value for ‘;he predetection m s  noise voltiitfW tr. .
given. i
4) The evaluation of the Bessel function was yvaliaated using liul, 
infinite series taking 26 terms, and accurate answeifa
for x ranging 0 to 10. If x was greater than 10 a floating
point overflow error would be given, implying that the
particular version of Pasnal could not, handle tiumbe ;:s greater 
than 1037.
5) It was decided to verify B'r&e's equations by deriving each
one carefully, as given in apytmdities 2 to 4.
In Appendix D a discrepancy with Blake's equations and those 
derived occurs. The lower limit for the evaluation of the 
probability of detection Py. equation (17) does not correspond 
with that derived. Following the derivation one sees that the 
lower limit is:
ut o sqrt(K/2 )
and not just as given in equation (17).
This error in Blake’s equation led to many of the problems 
encountered whilst trying to obtain the curves for the 
probability of detection, given the probability of detection and 
signal-to-noise ratio.
It was therefore decided to try and obtain another reference to 
develop the software package to evaluate the probability of 
detection for single pulse integration.
The equation as derived by Hovanessian [3] was the one used. The 
equation which was used to obtain the probability of detection 
for a single pulse is equation (24).
It appears at first that the integral for pa is easy to 
evaluate, but on closer examination it is not so.
The Bessel function l0 (x) also contains an integral and 
therefore a double integral must be evaluated.
It must also be noted that as the interval in equation (24) is 
incremented from 0 to so the Bessel function must be 
evaluated for each value in a change in the variable u, that is
The function to be integrated is defined undtr the procedure 
derivative. As the Bessel Function must also be evakuated, a 
second function namely derivativelo is also defined, (See 
Appendix E, the program called 'FLOTPD.COM'.)
The package requests the upper and lower limits of the 
signal-to-noise ratio, and the probability of false alarm for 
single pulse integration. It then calculates the value of E* 
(threshold voltage), the upper limit of the integral. Note thet 
the S/N ratio is converted from decibels (dB) to a numerical 
ratio, assuming it to be a voltage ratio.
The Bessel function is evaluated first, and then the probability 
of detection (Ps=Pd)• This da done in a loop vv.til the value 
of steps la reached whereupon the loop ttirft.inato-: and an answer 
obtained. The valiia for the signal- to-noise ra; : v is increased 
if o curve is to be plotted and the values are vrit’i.en to a file, 
and can be plotted at a later stage.
It must be noted that as a personal computer is used, the 
evaluation of the double integral is rather slow.
When the program was run at first, the answers which were 
returned were far from those previously determined by Blake and 
Hovanessian.
On closer examination of the of the numerical integration 
process, the value of the truncation error was monitored, noting 
that it grew as the program progressed.
To overcome this problem, the step length was decreased (Dom and 
McCracken [16].
Eventually a so-called 7 to 8 point method is used.
The step length h  used to evaluate the Modified Bessel function 
is approximately 0.5, whereas that for the pa (probability of 
detection) integral is typically in the range 0.019 to 0.004.
The step length varies because as the value of the probability of 
false alarm varies so does and thus the upper limit of the 
integral. It therefore influences the step length.
The software development for evaluation of the probability of 
detection and signal-to-noise for a given probability of false 
alarm and number of pulses to be integrated caused many 
problems. The equations that were implemented are those derived 
by Blake. Several attempts were made to try and derive these 
equations, namely equations 31 to 50 and all attempts were 
unsuccessful. The implementation of the equations were performed 
and re. .onable results obtained for a single pulse (M=l). Values 
for pulses greater than 1 to be integrated led to run-time 
errors. The error that occurred was an overflow error, caused by 
a division by a very small number (tending to zero). This was 
due to the constant 'b' in equation 40. As 'S’ (the signal to 
noise ratio, a voltage ratio) is increased, so ’b ’ tends to aero. 
This problem could not be overcome.
The graphs as obtained by Blake and Hovanessian for single pulse 
integration are included in appendices A and I-1 respectively.
Although the package developed returns the probability of 
detection for a given probability of false alarm and a given 
signal-to-noise ratio it was extended to so that the full curves 
for a particular pn could be plotted.
Running the program PLOTPD.COM will prompt the user for a range 
of signal-to-noise ratio that must be calculated for a given 
probability of false alarm (Pn). The results are written to an 
ASCII file which can then be read using the package called 
SYMPHONY and plotted. Examples are included in Appendix G and 
compare favourably with those obtained by Blake and Hovanessian.
Dsing the plot option in the radar program allows the users to 
plot a single curve, using the HardCopy facility available in the 
Turbo Graphics package.
Running the program MULTIPLE.COM will prompt the user for the 
probability of false alarm and number of pulses to be 
integrated. The user can watch the program executing and see 
that the threshold voltage is calculated correctly. This value 
is then used as the upper limit to the integral to calculate the 
probability of detection for multiple pulse integration. This 
facility is not giving the correct results. The equations could 
not be verified, thus the implementation proved to be 
unsuccessful.
7. CONCLUSION
Developing a software package for determining the probability of 
detection of a radar for a single pulse had been tackled 
previously, by Blake [1 and 23, Hovanneslan [3] and Robertson, 
but not on a personal computer.
The determination of the probability of detection using multiple 
pulse integration will only be possible if the equations as 
derived by Blake [1 and 2] can be verified. Derivations of these 
equations could not be found or successfully determined. It 
appears that the equations presented by Blake could be Incorrect, 
a similar occurrence when developing the package for the single 
pulse integration.
The personal computer, although a very useful tool clearly has 
its limitations when so called ‘number crunching’ must be 
performed.
But as PC's are available to most designers of radar systems, 
once the curves have been plotted using the integration package, 
the results obtained are accurate and compare favourably with 
those obtained in [1,2 and :)].
The problem appeared to be easy at first but the experience 
gained and showing that the work done previously was correct 
proved to be a worthwhile learning experience.
APPENDIX A
A graph ("taken from Blake[2]) showing the required signal to 
noise ratio at the input terminals of a linear rectifier detector 
as a function of probability of detection for a single pulse, 
with the false alarm probability (Pfa) as a parameter, 
calculated for a non-fluctuating signal.
Klg, 4 - Required nlpml-to-noiae ratio (visibility (actor) at tba Input terminals of a llneir- 
rectlfler detector as a function of probability of do too tl on for u olnglo pulse, with Ihe falae- 
tiarm probability (f,4) aa i parameter, calculateil for a nonftuctua'lng algnal, (Notot This 
figure aloo appears in an appendix at the end of the report.)
Substitution of equation (10) into equation (9) yields the 
following:
pfa - | tv/o-)
vt
-vtz/2a=
- (-e )
Therefore 
equation ( '
*/2cr*
which yields the result given as
Substitution of equation (10) to obtain the value for vav,
= (1/0=) x «x/2)/{2 x (1/2)5/2 x (l/o=)5/2} 
-= 1 -fx.  _
tTa «  fcs
= ix -re o-^
40=
= o -fx -T2 2
= o sqrt(x/2) as given by equation (14).
v Pn(v) dv
-v=/2o=
dv
:i
i
•i
i
i
APPENDIX C (CONTINUED)
From reference 5 the equation for the ‘gamma' function was 
obtained.
""" *  -
and also T (m+1/2 ) = J
When substituting m = 2, and a = 1/Zaa , which yields r (3/2) = jjt
Replacing v with u = v/vav and substituting the fonrula into 
equation (11) yields the following calculations:
r -(V/ao8 + S)
Pd<S) = (v/o*) e Igiv/o sqrt(2S)} dv
vt
replacing v by = v^/vav 
where v av - a sqrt(x/2 )
i.e. ut = (v-b/o) sqrt(2/jc)
=> vt = UfcO sqrt(ic/2 )
=> dv^ = a sqrt(rc/2 ) du-fc
<= -fua<Ta7r/2+S)
f 2ff=
Pjj = J ucrsqrt(7c/2)e Iq { (ucrsqirb(tc/2)/a ) sqrt(2S )}csqrt(%/2) du
u-to1 sqrt(7r/2)
-(uaJc/4+S)
(tc/2) e l0 {u sqrt(7ES)du
u-to sqrt(7t/2)
This is not u-t only, as given Blake [1 and 3] !!!!
APPSM5IX S Source listing of pascal program
The following programs and procedures have been included in this 
appendix. They are listed in alphabetical order.
1. BESSEL.PAS
2. MSPVA1.PAS
3. QAINTHET.PAS
4. GETSELEG.PAS
5. GRAPLOT.PAS
6 . MAINHELP.PAS
7. MULTIPLE.PAS
8. PDERF.PAS
9. PDI1.PAS
10. PDRKINTG.PAS
11. PDTABLE.PAS
12. PFAFILE.PAS
13. PLOTPD.PAS
14. POWER.PAS.
15. PROBDET.PAS
16. RADAR.PAS
17. RANGE.PAS
18. TABLESEL.PAS
19. VARIABLE.PAS
The first comment specifies briefly what the program/procedure is used 
for. Gommenst are interspersed to allow for easier understanding of 
how the program was developed.
.■I I
Sunday, August 23, iW
mmmmiimwttummiimttiiituumtJiittiittttiMitmmt
This prucedure is used to evaluate the Bessel function Id using the 
integral function for the Bessel Function. The user is proepted far
procedure is used extensively in detereining the probability of 
false atari and probability of detention for both single and 
aultiple pulse integration, The 4th order Itunge-Kutta technique 
is used for the integration. The ansuer is returned as cite value 
INTER. The function is specified in the procedure Berivatlve.B
Britten By s Cyril Harari
B procedure Bessel.integrali
ia
MB i gotoxyiB,6l}
21 B i uriteln’Bessel function evaluation io using integral function’
22 B 1 gotoxyli,?!;
24 B 1 resultt=8j
26 8 1 gotoxyli), E311
27 S i write'Enter value for x i ’); 
2B B 1 readlnlol;
29 B i sti=B;
38 9 1 fi=2tpi;
31 8 1 NuiSteps!=25!
32 B 1 delta i= If - st) / »ae5tc>si
33 9 1 intgr ;s 8;
36 B B Procedure Berivatlve.B;
7^ 8 1 Begin 
39 B 1 x i* st|
39 8 1 deriv i« esplotsinxl);
43 B 6 Procedure R.K.Loop.B;
45 B fl I inner 4th order Runga-Kutta loop. The tiuaber of Hues this routine) 
44 B B ( is called depends on the variable ’NuaBteps'. 1
49 n I Begin
49 B 1 For rkc2 i= 1 To 4 Do
58 B 2 Begin
51 B 2 Oerivative.B;
52 B 3 Case rkc2 Of
53 B 4 it Begin
54 6 4 ’ k4 t= intgr;
kl i= deriv I delta;fl B 4
Progras Nwe: C:\HQVVBlSSEL.PAS Pages 2
Dates Sunday, August 25, 198"/
Hue: 22:57
56 B 4 intgr s= M ♦ kt / 2;
57 B 4 st s= st ♦ delta / 2;
58 B 4 End!
59 8 4 2s Begin
68 8 4 k2 s= deriv t delta;
61 8 4 intgr s= k4 t k2 / 2;
62 B 4 End;
65 B 4 5: Begin
64 B 4 kS := dnriv I delta;
65 B 4 intgr s= k4 t k5;
66 B 4 st s= st ♦ delta I 2;
67 B 4 End;
63 B 4 4s Begin
69 8 4 1 intgr := M ♦ Ul + k2 I 2 ‘ v3 I 2 ♦ deriv I delta! / 6;
78 B 4 End;
71 B 5 End)
72 B 2 End)
75 B 1 End;
"4 B 8 Procedure Runga.kutta;
79 B 1 Begin
79 S 1 For rkcl s* 1 To NuaSteps Do
88 B 1 R.K.Loop.B;
91 8 S End;
85 8 3 Procedure Bessel.integral Jesuits;
85 8 1 Begin
86 B 1 gotoifyl8,l5/j
87 B 1 uriteln'RESULT'l;
BBS 1 getoffie.M!;
89 9 1 Kriteln’«=— •);
98 B 1 gotoxyi0,28l;
91 B I intgn«intgr/i2tplli
92 B 1 write’io(',ioi3sl,’) = ’,iistgrs5s3l;
93 9 1 gotoxy25,25)|
94 B 1 nrite’tilt any key to continue.,.'!;
95 8 2 repeat until keypresses!;
96 B 1 END;
Sunday, August 23, 1987
im m m m m im iM im m m m m M M n tm tm m m m tm m
this procedure is used ta display tlm transmitter and receiver 
gain values with varying angle of elevation which were stored using
Hritte.1 By i Cyril l(arar£
luititiuijmiuuKuiiiiimtumitimiKjututiiiujJHJ'JiHia:
B Procedure Display.Valuesi 
1 { First open the table file. )
AssigniiabFile.FlieNaieli
gotojyl?,?!)
tirite'RAIN - THETA Table for VileNaee, - file.’U 
9DtDxyilf,i!t
Begin
Readlabfile^BeSeclj
Hrlteln' ’iii.KesiHec.fiaitiRM,' ':l3,Wec.BainT:4,' ':I0, KeiRec.theUHIj 
gota*y23,25l!
rite’Hit any key to continue...’)) 
r e m t  until kwesuit
Rrogrie Name: C:\HOV\SfllNTHET.PAS 
Date: Sunday, August 23, 1987
l This procedure is used to write the transmitter and receiver 
1 gain values with varying angle of elevation into a file. The user 
■ 1 is proopted for the rnieher of values to be entered. The gain is 
f entered in dB and theangle in degrees. The rpcd,vd is then written 
I to a file specified by the filenane eeerec. !
1 - Written By : Cyril Herart
B Procedure Sai.x.Thata.Inputi
23 8 1 gotovyl8,i);
24 8 1 writel’How many values of gain and elevation a
23 fl 1 readinvalue);
26 8 1 While lvalue>countl do
27 8 2 begin
28 8 2 HTheta := B;
29 8 2 HGainR := 8.0;
38 3 2 IISainT 0.6|
31 8 2 ClrScr
to be entered ?
g.‘.o»ylB,81j
Hrite’Enter Iheta value in degrees : 1 
ReadlnihThetali 
gate*yl0,181)
34 B 2 hrite'Enter Receiver Gain in dB 1 'I; 
Readln(NGainR); 
gatfl«yJ8,12);
Hrite'Enter TranSnltter Slin ili dB 1 ' 
Readln(MGainT); 
count!=count*l; 
with Kearec do
Theta i= MTheta;
GainR := MBainR;
GainT := HGainTi
HritBTabFiie,NenRscl!
31 8 1 Close(TabFlle)| 
52 8 I end)
Progras Hmi C:\H0V\6ETSElEC.PAS
Sunday, August 23, 19BT
0 (ijimmtiiiiMiiummimuimmmimitiiittiiiiiiitiuittiuiu
3 A 0 t This procedure Is the procedure which displays the oain genu on 1
4 A 0 t the screen, The user is prompted for his choiceand once aade it is t
5 A 0 1 executed. This procedure is executed within a repeat until Imp t
ce 4 key is pressed tha1; option is executed. 1
fi A
Kritten By I Cyril Hariri 1
a mmtmtmmmmtiumittmtMtumttmitMumnmttmmt
16 B6 PROC€OURE get.selection :
17 B
18 B
19 B 1 BEBIN
MB 1 clrscr;
21 R 1 gotoxyll,3
1 writelnC t2Bl'8ADAR SimtAHBH SYSTM'lj
1 *ritelii(’
1 ?otoxy(l,6)j
i vritelnl’ Calculation of the Range (Complex (orsuU)’l |
1 writeln)
1 uriteinC :5|’2I Gain - Theta table definition');
1 kriteld)
1 writeinC :5,'3) Non-coherent integration (or a SIN6LE pulse') j
1 wiUlflj
1 Nritelfit' :5,’4) Non-coherent integration for MULTIPLE pulses’)|
1 xriteln
I kritelnl' iSj’J) Calculation of the Receiver Power’);
I writelni
35 B 1 writeinC i5|'4) Bessel Function using integrati'i ');
34 B ! vriteln
37 B ! witiln
38 fl1 xriteln
3® E 1 Hfiteiiil' 5,’B) KELP ’);
1 riteShi
1 uritelnC 5/9) BuiVi |
1 9otoxy2B,25li
1 wite’ Enter choice i ? '1;
1 END ) ( get.selection }
Prograa Naiei C:\hflV\SRftPHIT.PftS 
flatei Sunilay, August 23, if87
Tiuui 23iB
t a a < immmtmttmmiumtmimwwmwiwmmimtmmtu
3 A 0 t this (irogra* Is used to plat the values generated by the prograa
4 A 0 t PLDTPp.COM It generates a graph using the Turbo Graphics utility
5 A fl t POLVBlMBH and the procedure SPLINE.HGH is also usee so that a
4 A 0 1 siooth curve between the given points m  be plotted. Note that
7 A 0 i the Turbo Pascal standard file forest with extension ’.dat' oust
0 ft 0 i be entered so that the file can be plotted, Note that certain
9 A 8 I I.eye and t.hgh, naeely Turbo Graphics utilities eust he included
10 A 0 I for the prograa to run. The HardGopy procedure Is list? to gehprate
11 A B la printout of the graphics screen. The value of false, i in this
12 A 0 1 procedure ispiles that the active screen is plotted in EPSON
13 A 0 I Graphics aode 1 (940 point per line).
15 A 0 I Written By s Cyril Harari
i? A 8 m m m t m m t m m m m m m t u u m m m t i m i m m m m m u
19 A 0 prograa interpolate;
8 IS! ciUoolbosUypedef.sys)
0 (SI c:\toolbox\graphlx.sysl 
0 It! cnteolboxikernel.sys)
0 (II c:\toolbox\wlndons.sys)
8 (II c:\toolbox\flndwrld.hgh}
8 (II ct'toulbox\axis,hgh}
0 (II c:\toolbox\polygon.hgh)
0 (I! c:\toolbox\spline.hgh)
0 II (II ciUeelheildueey.inr) I) 
0 (II variable.pas)
33 D 0 procedure SplineDea;
34 0
35 8 i
34 0 (
37 B I
50 6 1
j9 B I
n0 B 1
■I i 6 :•\l B :
<13 8 I
44 B :
111 8 
8 B
r %,(cap:redl; 
dx,dy,i,n,e,lioes,scaleilnteger| 
XI,YIJ2,72,integer; 
b,a:Plolnrrayi
BeflneNlndow(l,0,0,XMaxGlb,YMax8lh)| 
OefineHindow(2,8,0,XHaxGlb,Y)laxBlh)| 
DefineNorldll,0,1B00,1800,01; 
Cefinelleader(2,6rapl.naae)| 
SetHeaderOn;
while not eoftabflle2l do
readtabflle2,eearec2t|
ati,l);=eearec2.sdbi
aEi,23i=ae«rec2.prob;
(define both windows as whole screen)
(give a world to the screen) 
(window where curves will go)
35 0 1 close(Tablile21|
CiVNOVWLOLPAS
i!sS0j (generate sfiine with 58 points)
ift<itiarld(2,li,sli,1.08); (late world 2 the right size)
[flip the found world vertically)
(select it and draw border!
(draw arts inset fro* m4c* edge?
(draw initial curve as dotted line)
. dy, Jl, H, 22, Y2, lines,scale, false);
DraiiPolygonla,2,n-l,7,2,ei( (don’t draw the endpoints)
SetUneStylelBli (draw interpolated curve as solid line)
towi* i s <M, * VI, 12, Wai se>!
OrawPolygon(b,l,-e,0,0,8)| (spline is not good on endpoints)
SelectWorlddl; (select outside window)
h w|jrld[21
5eiectHindowl2):.
orawBorder;
l)raHText*(7M,4BBlll,C,792 Thedata’lj (print legend)
The jnitial data values’!)
The interpolated values');
190 ft I gotosyie.lS);
161 A i writei'Enter ta6ie naee to lie platted i
182 A 1 readlnfilenaeel;
183 A 1 Fllenaoe !« fllenaee+Mat’;
}M A J graphnaie != 'Plot of graph '+ filename f , Pd (i) vs a/H (dBI'i
1115 A I Assign(Tabfile2,(ilenaiel;
184 A 1 U1-)
187 A I ReseUTitiFlle2l;
108 A t (i(*l
IB? A 1 E*ists i= UOResult2 8);
110 A 1 gi)toxyie,17l|
2 ^ 3
I
1
PragrM Neeei C:\H0V\BMPLDT,PAS
1 Date: Siuiday, August 23, 19671 Tieei 23ifl
1  HI A 1 11 not Exists then
112 A i Hrltel’File does not exist. Check the filename to be plotted')
113 ft 1
I  IMA 2
!* US 2 initSrjpftkf fioiti»lize the graphics syrtec)i ' Uj 2 SplineDei; {de the deaol
|  117 ft 2 SelectHsrldUJi
Select*indo*lll|
h - % *
1  116 2
119 ft 2 0raHTeitMt728,980,1,’S/N idBVIi
ElrMTextH(16,2IB,l,’Pd'li
1  121 A 2 DfianTettHMi.ZSI.i/m'li
™  122 A 2 Drs«TextB(73l),700,l|’Printout lY/Nl 'l|
123 A 3
S  1M * 3 Readkbd,ansiierl|
•e 125 3 rnitil answer IN ['y'/Y'/h .'n'3|
124 A 2 IF Answer IN M'/y'l
B  127 A 2 • THEN Hardeo?YHiIie,ll
1  128 A 2 EL6E LeaveSraphlc Heave the graphics ivstee)
129 6 2 End)
™  . 130 A 1 END.
*  3::L'^ ':E
:
E
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t
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Prograa Naaei C:\HDV\hfiiNHELP.PflS 
Met SuniJar, August 23, i?8?
0 {ttmttmiUtummuiMitmmmiJimtmtiMJimtuiinmiiit
This procedure is used give the 
emu. Jt gives the ' ,
tells hie of the various Features of the system. The screen is 
displayed until any key is pressed and the user is then returned
HELP facility in the main lnckqrmi to the software package and
Written By s Cyril Karari
i m m w m t M M M i t t M t M m u i M t m m m m m m t m M m m
B PROCEDURE Hain.HemiJielp ;
'ilB,’The "RADAR SIMULATION SYSTEM" allows the user to calculate 
':i8,'the radar range. The range egeatim includes the 
'ilB,'signsi-tD-nuise which is determined by specifying the 
‘tlB,’probability of detection IPdl and false alarm (Pfal for a
’iie.'Pd and Pfa are calculated using the method described by 
’iIB,'Hevanessian for a single pulse, add Blakes technique is 
MB,’used to calculate Pd and Pfa for non-coherent multiple 
’liB/nulse integration.
gototy2B,25)|
write’ Hit any key to continue ... ’)> 
REPEAT UNTIL keypressed
aProgram Naiai ei\HOV\MUL!!PLE,RftS 
Datei Sunday, August 23, 1787
Timei 23115
i a e (ttutttmmtttummtimmtmituumiuuttmtmmmittutu
3 A B t This program Is used to evaluate the jmahilty of detection for 1
< A fl f Mitipfe pulse integration, The user is proepted for the reguired I
SAB I Pfa iprobahility of false alarel, nusber of pulses to be integrated, I
i A 0 t and the Pd (probability of detection!. The bessel function le and I
TAB 1 II are also used here. At each value of S/N the value of Pd Is I
SAB i calculated until the specified value of Pd is obtained whereupon the <
TAB t results are displayed. This prograa is nut functioning correctly. I
18 A 0 i it appears the Blake's (I and 21 equations for multiple pulse t
USB 1 integration are iorerreci. t
13 A 0 I Written By i Cyril Harari I
14 A B I I 
is a e immjiuiiiiitumttmmtiiitimiiitijMmttmjtmmmmm >
IT A 0 program Prob.Bet.Haltiplei
IT A 6 var deltaErf, derlvErf, intgrErf, endErf, (Erf, stErf, *, kiErf, k2Erf,
28 A B k3£rf, k4Erf, Pfa, Pfdleg, PfaCalc, PdCalc, PdReq, kpfa, delta!!, ut,
21 A 8 derivll, intgrll, 11, fll, stll, kill, k2U, kill, ktll, deltalB, derivlB,
22 A 0 intgrfB, 10, fIB, st!8, 6118, 1219, 6319, 6418, sdh, s, tpd, 6,
23 A 8 PdCalcl, h, endErfOld, PfaCalcflld, sdbval i real;
24 A 0 NuaBtepsErl, rkciErf, rkc2^f, KumSt^isil, rkclll, rkcZIi,
25 A B WuaStepsIB, rkcill, rkc210 i Integer!
27 B 0 procedure Initialize;
2T B 1 K01N
38 B 1 TextColor(15!|
31 B I lextBackgrounddl;
32 B l ClrScr
33 B 1 gotbxylB,!);
34 B 1 uriteln'Calculation of Kpfa and Pd -itiple Pulse Integration ');
35 6 i gfltojy!0,2)|
36 B I uriteln,=====«===========«“=========^i:=-="===s==«”==“===s"
37 B 1 X!=0;
39 B I Pfai=B|
37 B 1 PfaCalci-6;
40 B I PfaReqpB;
41 B 1 gotoxyie,4)j
42 B 1 nrite’Enter Required Pfa s ')j
43 B I readlnPfafieql;
44 B 1 get6xyl0,5l;
45 B I urite’Enter number of pulses to be added ; M;
46 5 1 readlnHI;
47 8 1 gotoxylB,6)l
46 B I urite'Hhat is the probability of detection 7 'I;
49 B 1 readlnPdReql)
50 B 1 endErf!=0;
51 B 1 If PfaReg <= le-04 then endErti=2,6Bj
52 B I If PfaReg <= ie-05 then endErfi'3.80)
53 8 I If PfaReg le-8i then endErfi-'.Si/
54 B I If PfaReg <= le-00 then eiidErfi=3.T5|
55 B 1 If PfaReg <= le-iB then endErf!=4.4T;
#PragrM Naae: C:\HW\MULT1PLE.MB 
Ditei Sunday, 60911st 25, 1787
Ii«e: 23:15
54 a t If PfaReq (= ie-12 then andErfi^Jlj
57 B i £ni|
58 A B %
59 B 8 PfKHlure Derivative.EHi '{
6t 0 1 Begin
62 S 1 « 1- strfj
63 B 1 derivEH i* {Z/sqrtpiniexp-xttli
M B 1 End|
61 B A Procedure R.K.Luop.Erf; '
63 B 1 Begin 'i
if 8 1 far rkcKrf 1® 1 ?o t 9g <
78 B 2 Begin
71 B ' Oerivitive.Erti
72 B 3 -die rkc2Erf Of
73 a 4 u Begin
?4 8 4 klErf i= IntgrErfj '
75 B 4 klErt i* derivErf f ■* t
74 B 4 jfltgrErf i= k4Eff h
77 B 4 st£pf !-- stir , 2|
78 B 4 Efldl
79 B 4 2i Begin
88 8 4 U£rf := derivErf t MtaM;
81 8 4 intgrErf i= k4Er( > k2Eri I 2|
82 B 4 End;
83 B 4 3: Begin
84 B 4 k3Eri := derivErf 1 deltaErfj
65 B 4 intgrErf :» MErf ♦ k3Er(;
86 B 4 stErf ;> stErf i deltaErf / 2;
87 8 i £ndf
B0 8 4 1 Begin
59 B 4 IntgrErf 1= MErf t (kiErf + k2Erf
96 a 4 End;
91 B $ End;
92 B 2 End;
93 8 1 End;
95 B B PrKMIire mgi.Kutiatrti U 6 B
97 8 1 Begin
9B 8 I For rkdErf := I To NueStefsErf to
9? 3 1 R.K.Loop.EM;
88 B 1 End |
82 B B Procedure Derivative.lfl)
03 8 1 Begin
1 8 i= stIB;
85 8 I derivM 1= (/(MpUfwpWsWf
86 B 1 End;
87 A I
68 B 8 Procedure R.lLLoop.I8|
1« 8 1 Begin
I 2 t k3Erf « 2 + derivErf I deltaErf! / 6;
Progrw Hases Ci\HDV\fiLT!PLE.PftS 
Bite: Sunday, August 23, 1987
Titit 23:15
For rkc218 := 1 to 4 Bo
8 Berivitlve.I8|
Case rkc2ie Of
1: Begin
6 5 MI0 := intgrlBj
8 kill := derlvie I deUalS;
incgrlfl i- HID ♦ MW / 2|
5tl0 i« stu t deltalB 1 ^
Ena;
2i Begin
k2ie i= derivIB I deltaiit
intgria i= MU + k2ia 1 2;
End!
Ii Begin
kite := derlvll 1 delUIS;
intria i* Mia ♦ kiia.
stIB t= stlB + deltalB / 2;
End;
4: Begin
intgrlB :* HIB 4 (kill $ k
End|
End;
B 8 Procedure Runga.tottaie;
6 i Betln
8 1 for rkclIB t* I To NufiStepsie Do
8 1 U.LMP.Ul
B 0 Procedure D«rivstive.II|
B I Nifl 
8 1 < i= 5t!i|
2 I derivll i- I/(2Jj!l)*UiR)iUe*plUsin*IH(
B 0 Procedure M J odp.U|
For rkc21l i= 1
0erlvative.il)
Due rkc211 fli
Ii Begin
intgrlij
derlvll 1 deitali;
i« Mil + kill / 2;
Bill i=stll ♦ deltail ! 2j
End;
2: Begin
derlvll 1 deltail;
Prograi Naeei C!\HDV\HULTIPLE.Pft5 
Dates Sunday, August 2$, 1987
rises 23:15
t k2tl I 2|intgrll s 
End;
3s Begin
k31l i= derlvtl 1 de lta ll; . 
in tg r ll != kd li * t311; 
s i l l  s= s t l l  * de lta ll I 2;
Endj 
V  Be<;ln
intgrll i» Mil ♦ (kill * k2il ! 1‘ # k3I! ! 2 * derivll I deltall) / 6 
End'
Efldl 
End;
End;
Procedure Runga.Mtall;
For rk c i/ l : *  t 7a HutStepsU So 
R.K.toop.U;
B 1 End;
A 8 ( MAIN PROGRAM )
A 1 Begin 
1 Initialize;
5tErfi=e;
fErf!=eniiEr{;
NuaStepsEr(i=58;
2 deltaEri s= ((Er( - stErf! / NusStepsErf;
intg/Erf s= 8;
2 Rung a KuttaErf;
2 PfaCalcOlds-PfaCalc;
PlaCalcs^.S-B.SIintgrErf;
endErfOid!=endErf;
endErl s* endErf * 8.885;
gntnnyla.B);
urlteln'endErl = ',endEr(:4i3l;
gotaxylB,9);
urite'PfaCalc = ',MaCalc01di9);
287 A 2 until PfaReq>=PfaCalcj 298 A I gsstoisy(18,IO)f
1 vrite’Pfa Required was = ',PlaReq:91;
1 gotokydDjllI;
1 urite’Pfa Calculated is = ’,PfaCalc01ds91;
I qotoxyU0,l2>!
1 k[ilai=endEr(llld|
I tsrite’kpfa = ',endErl01di4:3)|
1 ut:*Ifl:gfa>sqrtlfl/pl'2)7(11)
1 gotdxyiB,U)|
1 writeln'ult) = SutsdiS);
A 1 ( MUST BE IK A I OOP TO CKOUTE pd FOR WRUNS sdC 1 
A 1
Prograe Naeei CiWMULIIPLE.FftS Met S im jif, ftqust ZJ, 1?87
Tiie i 2JU5
221 A 1 sdBi»-i5|
222 A 1 t>s=le-36)
223 A 2 repeat
224 A 2 . 5i=expsdblinl0)/2fl)j
225 A 2 gotBxyiB,15)|
226 A 2 *i ite'S(nusberl » s:?:?);
229 A 2 10 != 6/2; ( Procedure to calculate constants ID )
229 A 2 stiei=a;
238 A 2 !l0:=2lpi;
231 A 2 NueStepsI6!=5B;
232 A 2 deltalfl i= (HI - stlB) I NueStepsIBi
233 A 2 intgrlB := 9;
234 A 2 fiunga.KuttalB;
235 A 2 gotoxyte,l4)i
ZJj A 2 Kriie’fe/'jefj.-J,1; - '.i/itgriaiSfl);
239 A 2 Ih=3/2; ( Procedure to calculate constants II >
23? A 2 St!!i=e;
248 A 2 m:=2tf,ls
241 A 2 NuiBtepsIh-’Si;
242 A 2 deltali i« (fll - still / NuiStepsll;
243 A 2 intgrll i= 9;
244 A 2 Runga.Kuttall;
245 A 2 gotoxyl9,17)|
244 A 2 Nrite'IH’,111413,') = ',intgrlli5:4l;
24B A 2 ( procedure to calculate Pi with uny pulses integrated )
25B A 2 if b>=le-37 then b i= eK;(W2)l(((M:)lititgrI0l*(slintgr 11)11
251 A 2 else b 1=0;
252 A 2 gotoxy40,17l;
253 A 2 Nriteln’b = ',b))
254 A 2 kpi := (ut-b)/si|rt21((4UHsl/pU-tbtb)l/H)|
255 A 2
256 A 2 witel’kpd «'|kpdi9i7l|
257 A 2 stErh=Bi
256 A 2 l£rfi=kpdj
259 A 2 NuoStepsErfi=59i
268 A 2 tfelUErf := (tri - $t£r/J / SiuStffis&'ff
261 A 2 IntgrErf i= B|
262 A 2 Runga KutUErf)
263 A 2 PdCalci=B.5-B.5tht9rErf;
264 A 2 sdb i= sdB * 1|
265 A 2 4otoxyl»,19)i
266 A 2 xrlteln’sdB = ',sdB!4!2)i
267 A 2 gotoxylB,281j
269 A 2 wrlteln’PdCalc =’,Pdi:alci»i7)|
269 A 2 9otBxy!B,21))
279 A 2 write'* =
272 A 2 tint’.! PdCalc >=PdReq;
274 A J 5cto<yl!l,22))
275 A 1 tirlteln'Pd = ',PdCalci51;
■i C:\HUV\miIPLE.PAS 
Sumay, August 23, HE
276 A I sdbvil 1= 2Mlns>/lnia);
277 A  1 gataxylie.ZSli
278 A 1 Nriteln'sdB = ',5dBval/2:4i2)| { Ni
27? A 1 80t0«v2S,25!)
28# A 1 Nrite’Hit any key to continue..,’1|
281 A 2 repeat until ksMresspd;
Prograa Maie: C:\KOV\MERF,PS5 
flatei Sunday, togast 21, If67
This prograe *46 written to evaluate the error (unction *hic is used 
/(i tfie fraqrat lor calciiJjting the euitipie puJse jgtegrition. The 
result is returned as intgrErf. Again the 4th order Runge-Kutti 
integration technique is used.
Written By i Cyril Harari
A B progra* Prob.Det.Mtiltlple;
A 8 var deltaEri, derivErf, IntgrErf, endEH, (Erf, stEri, x, klErf, k2Erf, 
A B kKrf, HErf, Ka, rswll : real;
A 8 NuoStepsErf, rkclEr(, rkc2Er( : integer]
22 8 8 procetf-ire inltialiie;
24 9 1 TextColor(15)]
27 8 1 lextBackgrounddlj
1 gotoKyl,61|
i vriteln’ 'ilB/Erior (unctio:. evaluation'll
31 B 1 gotoxf!8,10!j
35 S t wiie’Efltw value for % i '1)
(iErf - stErf) / KuoStnpsErfi
44 B 8 Procedure Derivative.Erfi
« i« st£r/j
derivErf i= IZ/sqrtpiDlexp-UKlj
49 B 1 End;
5i B 8 Procedure R_K_Loop.Ert|
53 8 0 ( inner 4t6 enter Rungi-Xutia lonp. The flueber of
54 B 8 t is called depends on the variable ’NueBtepsErf’*
Pragran Nmi C. W\PDERF.P6S 
Date: Junday, August 23, 19B7
Tlae: 23:23
56 B 1 Begin
57 B i For rkc2Eri := 1 To 4 Bo
59 9 2 Derivative.Erfi
62 B 3 Case rkc2Erf 01
61 B 4 i: Begin
62 B 4 k4Er< s= intgrErf;
63 B 4 klEM := derivErt t deltaErf;
64 B 4 intgrErf :« ktErf + klErf I 2;
65 B 4 stErf i= stErf ' deitaEM I 2;
66 B 4 End;
67 B 4 2: Begin
68 B 4 k2Er{ := derivErf I deltaErf;
69 B 4 intgrErf := k4Erf + kEErf I 2;
78 8 4 End;
71 B 4 3: Begin
72 B 4 k3Erf :» neriiErf t delta&f;
73 6 4 intgrErf t* mi * mi;
74 B 4 stErf := stErf ♦ deltaErf I 2;
75 B 4 End;
76 B 4 4: Begin
77 B 4 intgrErf := kfErf + (klEH f k2Erf I 2 + k3Erf I 2 4 derivErf I deU&il / 4;
78 B 4 End;
79 B 3 End;
88 B 2 End;
81 8 1 End)
84 B 8 Procedure Runga^KuttaErf)
86 B i Begin
87 B i For rkclErf := I To NunStegsErf Bo 
86 B 1 R_K.Losp.Erf;
98 B 1 End;
93 A 1 Begin
94 A i Initialize)
96 A 1 Runga.KuttaErf)
97 A 1 CtrScr
98 A I. goto*y30|ll)
99 A 1 uriteln’RESULT’l)
IBB A I gotoxy3B,2l;
181 A 1 kriteln’BMi!”'l)
182 A 1 gotoxyS.lB);
103 A 1 Plas=8.5-B.5tlntgrErf)
184 A ! *ritelfi,erfl,,efldErfi4i3,’l = ’,intgrErf:5:l)5
185 A I gotoxy(5,12)|
106 A 1 uriteln’Pfa * ’,Pfas9l;
107 A I gBtDxy25,25)|
188 A 1 urite'Hit any key to continue...'i;
189 A 2 repeat until keypressed;
118 A 1 END,
Prqgrao Naesi C:\H0V\P0Il.PftS 
Oates Sunday, August ZJ, t?87
Tiie: 2Ji25
2 A B «
3 A 8 t This pregrae was used to evaluate the Bessel function II using the
4 A 8 t integral function for. the Bessel Function. The user Is proapted for
5 6 0 t the value to be calculated and the result is obtained. The
6 A 0 I procedure is used extensively in determining the probability of
TAB t false alarn and probability of detection for both single and
BAB I multiple pulse integration. The 4th order Runge-Kutta technique
l« used for the integration. The answer is returned as the value 
INTBRli. The function is specified in the procedure Derivative,11.
Witten ly i Cyril Harari
14 A 0 i t tw m u m tt. 'tm m tw m im w tm w tm tm m m u m w m tt 
14 A B Program Bessel,!:;
18 A 8 nr deltall, derivll, intgrll, endll, fil, sttl, x, kill, kill,
H A 0 kill, kill, Pfa, result : real;
28 A B NuaSt 11, rkdll, rkc21i : integer;
22 A 0 Const pf = S,1415924535;
24 B B procedure initialize;
- E 28 B 1 TextColorilSl;
M 3 I rextBackgroofldill;
IB 3 I ClrScr
31 8 1 gotoxyl.li);
32 B 1 writein* MB,’Evaluation of the ll(x) Bessel Function’};
33 B 1 writein’ ’:10,'«=====««=========««— ===«=.«=«’),
34 B 1 result!=0;
35 B 1 ti*i
34 8 1 gotoxylB.lBIl
37 B 1 write'Enter value for x i
38 B I readlnendll);
39 8 1 6tii:r0;
40 B I f!l:=2»pi;
41 B I NuaStepsili-lBB;
42 S I deltall i= ((II - still t NunStepsil;
43 0 ! Intgrll i* 0;
44 B 1 End;
45 A 0
44 B 0 Procedure Berivative.fi;
47 B 1 Begin
48 B 1 x i= stll;
49 8 I derivll i* l/(2»piHlsinxl4expendIltsinxlll;
51 B I End|
52 A 0
53 6 8 Procedure R.K.toop.IJ;
55 B fl i Inner 4th order Runga-Kutta loop, The number of tines this routine 1
Projrat Hsiet Cj\HflV\POIl.PAS 
Bates Susday, August 23, 1987
Tim 2!s25
54 B B ( is called depends on the variable 'NusStepsIl’. )
SB a i Begin
5? ,8 1 Far rtcZH i= i To 4 Bo
68 B 2 Begin
41 B 2 tarivativs.Ui
62 8 $ Case rkc2tl Of
43 8 4 Is Begin
64 B 4 Mil 1= intgrlii
45 B 4 kill i= derivli I deltall|
44 B 4 intgrli := 1:411 »kill / 2|
47 B 4 stli i= stll + deitall I 2|
49 B 4 End!
49 B 4 2: Begin
7fl B 4 k2Il derivil I deitall)
71 B 4 intprll i« Mil + till I 2;
72 B 4 End;
73 B 4 3i Begin
74 B 4 kill i" derivil t deitall;
75 B 4 intgrll i» Mil ♦ kJilj7i B 4 sill .•= stil » deJUIl / 2}
77 B 4 End)
7B B 4 4: Begin
79 B 4 Intgrll i= MU + (kill * k2II t 2 ♦ Oil 12 * derivil t deitall! I 4;
88 B 4 End;
81 6 J 6idi
82 B 2 End|
66 B 0 Procedure dungi.Kuttall)
88 B 1 Begin
89 B 1 For rkdll i= 1 To NueStepsli Bo 
98 B 1 RXi.Dop.Il)
12 8 1 End!
?$ A I M b  % A 1 Initialize!
98 A 1 fiunga.Kuttaili 
19 ft 1 ClrScr
108 A 1 gotoxy30,ll|
181 A 1 Hfiteln’RESliU1)]
182 A 1 gotoxy3B,2li
183 A 1 Nritelfl's=MM’>|
184 A 1 gotoxy5,i8]i
185 A 1 iiriUln’IK’.endilHil,’) = '.ifitgrlliSMli 
154 A 1 gotoxy25,25>i
107 A 1 Hrite’Hit any key ts continue...'I|
IBB A 2 repeat until keypresaedj
109 A I EM,
Prograe fia»e: CAHOVVPDRKIKTB.PftS 
Cate! fenday, August 24, 187
i a a < ttMttmtuHdUDiiitiimiituiiHnmmumiiuiHitmiuiittni
3 A B 1 This progrii is used to cilvulate the probability of detection Pi!
4 fi e t fcr a single pulse, The progran retpjires that the probability of
SAD t {ilse alira and the singal to noise ratio be input. The equations 
t A B l as defined by HovatiBsian [31 are used, The <th order Runge-Kutta
7 A B I technique is used for the integration. The progran takes saie tiee
B A 6 t to return a result. It mst evaluate the Bessel function lo each
9 A 8 t tine the probability of detpction is calculated between the interval
10 A 8 l a to 6 of the Internal ilower to upper lieitl. The value of h, the
!1 A 0 < steplengt/f Is rriticil here. If it is too large the truncation
12 A 8 t error coaes into play and incorrect snsners are obtained, h (the
13 A 0 I variable delta) oust be in the range 0.819 to 8.804, the variable
14 A 0 t steps being Important.
16 A 8 t Written By i Cyril Minri
ia a 8 iiiittttimitmimiiiiimiifttmiiiiiuu<tHttiimmiimttmm :
20 A 0 PROGRAM Prob.Betectien.lntegralJunctioni
22 A 0 Var
23 A 6 intgr, deriv, H, k2, k3, k4, intgrie, derivlo, kilo, k2!o, »lo, k4Io,
24 A 0 x, end*, delta, sdb, s, Bessel, Pfa, Et, st, I, deltalo i ficali
25 A B steps, rkcl, rkc2, stepslo, rkdlo, rkc2Io : Integer;
27 A 0 Const pi « 3.1415921535!
29 0 8 Procedure initialize)
38 S 1
lettCalor(15l|
TextBackgroundli)!
eriteln' 'tit,'totereln^tfon oi the Pi taction1); 
uriteln1 
gotonyliil;
Write ('What is the signal-ta-noise ratio IdB) ? ')|
ReadLnisdbli 
5!-S8Si;dbtln!a!/!8!i
Write ('What Is the probability of false alar* (Pfal ? 'I|
ReadUilPfaM 
st i= 0|
s := 8;
end* s= sqrt-2 I InPfatl;
! I ptl 
568;
1 1;
If - stl I stepeioj 
tendx - x) I steps;deltalo
Intgrlo
Program Name: C:\KiWDRKIMGtPM 
Bate: Monday, August 24, 1997
5t 8 I k4 := 8;
57 8 1
58 8 ? M|
48 B B Procedure Berivativelo;
41 8 l Begin
42 8 I dertvlo t* egpsqrtZ I $1 t > i lisfJJ,'
63 B 1 End;
45 B B Procedure R.K.loop.io;
67 9 0 { Inner 4th order Runga-Kutti loop* The number of times this routine >
63 B 8 { is called depends on the variable 'steps’. )
78 8 1 Begin
For rkc2Io := 1 To 4 Do
Derivativelo;
Case rkcZlo Of
k4Io := intgrio; 
kilo := derlvlo 4 deltaic; 
iotgr'o := kilo t kilo / 2; 
f ia f ♦ deltalo !
End;
2i Begin
k2Io := derlvlo I deltalo; 
intgrio i« k4Io * k2!o I 2;
3: Begin
kJIo t= derivlo t deltalo;
Intgrio i= k41a * k3lo; 
f t» f e deltalo I 2;
End; ,
4t Begin
Intgrio := t41o ♦ (kilo t k2lo i 2 * k3Io 4 2* derivlo t deltalol / 6; 
End;
End,
End;
95 B 1 End;
96 A 0
97 B 8 Procedure 8unga.Kutta.lo;
99 B 1 Begin
06 B 1 For rkcilo t= 1 To stepsto Do 
81 fl 2 Begin
02 B 2 R.K.loop.io;
03 B 2 End;
84 B I End;
06 9 0 Procedure Derivative;
07 B 1 Begin
00 B I Beriv s= t t Bessel t expll-t 1 *1 - 2isl/21;
09 B 1 End;
Progm K-iaei CiWWlNTG.PAS 
Cites Honday, August M, Ml
loop. The nueher of tiees this routine )
ili 0 B Pi'ocedure RJ-.U-i!
113 B 5 t inner 4th order Runga-|
114 B 8 { is called depends on the varlatie 'steps1
116 B 1 Begin
' Par rkc2 i= l To 4 Do
Derivatives 
Ease rkc2 Of 
Ii Begin
14 i- intgrs 
kl I- deriv I delta; 
intgr i« k4 * ti / 2; 
x i= x ♦ delta I 2;
2i Begin
M ;= deriv 1 delta) 
intgr s= k4 ♦ k2 / 2;
End;
Ii Begin
13 := deriv 1 delta; 
intgr s= k4 » k3; 
x x t tislta I 2;
4s Begin
intgr 14 + Ikl + k2 I 2 + 13 * 2 4 deriv I delta) I 6; 
Initialize;
For rkel i= I to steps do
k2Io s= 8; 
k3Io s= 8;
intgrlo s= B;
fiunga.Kutta.lo)
Bessel s= Intgrlo I 12 t pi);
R.K.Loop;
Qoto:y3S|15l|
Krlte'Busy... rkcil; 
gotoxylJB);
gotoxy38,l)| 
urlteln'RESULTB1);
|otoxy36,2)[
#riteln’====”’); 
gotoxy5,18);
S
S
S
S
S
S
t
e
'
S
c
C:\KDV\PDRKJNTS.PftS 
Monday, August 24, 1987
A 1 uritelnCFor S/S = '.sdbiSil/ dB’,' Stratiol = ’.siiil))
A  I gatDxy5,12)i
A 1 writelni’For Pfa=',Haii,- Et = '.endxidiZ,' Vults'H
A I gotoxy5,i4)i
A 1 Kriteln'Pd = ’,(1 - Intgrl i iBit5i2, ' I ’!|
A 1 50t8i)-25,25)i
A 1 urite'Nlt any key to continue...1I|
A 2 rupsit until kayprasHdi
- Ax. - ■
Tins procedure Is used to open and read i rile specified by the 
variable Filsfesa, The values of the signal to i.oiie ratio, the • 
probability of false alar* and the probability ef detection are then 
displayed in tabular fariat an Me screen. ?to UU Is thm d</sed, 
thus saving the Hie. Note that if the file dooe not exist an error
Written By : Cyril Karan
mimmmmmimmmiMmmmwitmmitmmmttuHtM
Procedure Pd.Table.Values!
Assi #n!Tabfjlpi,fi J sHue);
ResetTabFile2li
gotoxyie,!)]
Xrite’SiKoKin - Pd Table for Pfa » ',FileN«me, ' file.'I; 
5otosy!2,2)i
ReadTibFl)e2,lletRet2ll
Hriteln1 'iB,HeeRec2,sdb:V ‘ilB,HeiRec2.si4,' 'i5,Me»Rec2.pfa:6,' 'i5,lleeRec2.End*i4i2,' ':7|HetiieLZ.Pro6i5i2li
?ato*y25,25l!
wlte’Hlt any key to continue,,,1 
repeat until keypressed) 
Cluacuabf ll6t)|
frograe Nasei C:\K0V\PFSF1LE,PAS 
Oatei Monday, August 24, I9B7
i a m  im u u u u u i; itu H n u im m tm n m t» m im iu m m » im m H
2 A 0 I
3 A 9 I The file for storing the values of probability of false alarm,
4 A 8 i probability of detection and sipal-tu-nolse ratio is creatd here,
5 A 6 ! Iks user is proepted fw a table saie. if it does nut exist it is
6 A B I created, else the user is requested for another file naae. Not*
7 A 8 I that an ASCII file is also created to allow the user to type the
BAB I file to see wliat it contains using the 808 cninand TYPE filename,ext
, 8 1 Written By i Karari
i a ittiuimtiittttiiittiiiitiiiuumtiitiinittiuiitimitmmuiii! 
i B Procedure HsFilei
i 2 Repeat { until the file naae exists 1
6oto«xie,J8)j
Srite' Enter table nut i ’)j 
ReadhFileniie))
Filenaee2 := FilsNaae * ’.asc'i 
Filenane i= FileHaae + ’.dat'i 
goto«yl8,28)|
KntflCFiZe in use is i ',F!leWe); 
Delay 15001;
Anip(TabFile2,FileNa«e)i
As5i?n(TaliFile4,cileNa#e2l!
RenriteTatiFile4li
ReSet!ibFile2I|
Exists i= (I0result= Blj
If not exists then
{ Non we check that the
< file exists,
( H it does not exist,
< the user can create It.
3 «otoxyiB,2B!|
i J HrlU'FiU does not exist. Mould you like to create it ? {f/NI 'I;
3 fieadKhd,ch)|
' J 1/ UpCaMlch) = 'Y’ then
4 ReSi'itefabFileZli
4 Exists i= True!
4 End |
1 end]
2 Until Exists!
(SI variable.pas)
it! PfaFih.pas)
III ?aTa6le,pas>
This prograe is used to generate the values of the probability af 
detection for a single pulse given the signal to noise ratio and the 
probability of false alarm. A range of S/N is requested and the 
values are stored to a file treated by the pncethre in the file 
PFAFILE.PAS. It saves both ASCII and turbo pascal files each with 
’.esc' and ',daV extension respectively. The program GRfiPLOIiCQH 
can then be used to plot the data values in the file fiienaee.dat.
* Written By i Cyril Harari
PROGRAM FToUJstection.Curvs.PlDt;
Procedure Serivativelo;
«p(J$rt(2 * s) *
Procedure R_K.LoDfi.lc!
< Inner 4th order Runga-Kutta loop. The nuober of tiees this routin 
I is called depends on the variable 'steps',
For rltdlo i= 1 To 4 Do
Oerivativeloi 
Case rkcZU Of
kilo i= intgrlo; 
ti is  t*  derlvlo e ftltaZa; 
intgrlo i= k4Io * klI6 I 2; 
f i= f t deltalo I 2;
k2Io !- derivlo • deltalo; 
intgrlo i= MIo « kZfo / 2|
End;
3! Begin
kilo 1= derivlo « deltalo; 
intgrlo i= tile * klloi 
f i= f + deltalo I l\
End!
Begin
intgrlo i= M I o  * (kilo * k2io ♦ 2 * kilo « 2 + derivlo
Progrsa Haiei C:\HQV\PLDIPD.PAS 
Site.- itontiy, August 24, 1987 
Hue: .1:24
I A 6 < H H M H H M H H H H i m H m H m m m m i f m m m m m H m m t i H
3 A 0 i This program is used to generate the values of the probability of
4 A 9 f detection for a single pulse given the signal to noise ratio and the
SAB' > probability of false alara. A range of S/N is reguested and the
6 A 6 * values are stored to a file created by the procedure in the file
TAB * PFAFIIE.RAB. It saves both ASCII and turbi pascal files each with
BAB * Vase' and ’.dat’ extension respectively. The prograe GRAPLOT.COM
9 A 0 » can then be used to plot the data values in the file fiienaae.dat.
12 A B t Written By i Cyril Hararl
13 A 9 i
14 A 8 HmHaiHWmHMHMHHHMHMMHmwmtHHttHHmHHIH
14 A 8 PROGRAM Prci Detection Curve.Plot;
IT A 8
18 A 8 tfl variable.pas)
19 A B <$I PfaFile.pasl
28 A 8 (ii PdTahle.pas)
22 B 8 Procedure Derivativalo;
24 B 1 Begin
23 B 1 derivlo := etp(sgrt(2 « si s x » sielfll;
24 8 1 End)
28 B 0 Procedure R.K.Loop.ini
28 B 9 i Inner 4th order Runga-Kutta loop. The nueber of tines this routine 1
31 B 9 ( is called depends on the variable 'steps'. >
33 8 1 Begin t
For rkcTtti ia 1 To 4 Do
Derivativeloj 
Case rkc2io Of
k41o != intgrlo; 
kilo i= derivlo « delialo; 
intgrlo i» k4l0 * klld I 2| 
f Is f * deltalo I 2j
2: Begin
k2Ie i= derivlo < deitaloj 
intgrlo i= k4Io ♦ kZlo I 2|
End;
3i Begin
k31o i= derivlo « deltaloi 
intgrlo i= t41o * k3lo;
' = f s deltalo I 2|
4i Begin
Progria Naaei C:\HQVVPLDfPII.PAS Oitei Kotiif, August 24, 1W
Tltei li24
I
IE
57 5 2 EM |
SB B 1 End)
SB B B Procedure fiunqa.Kutta.Ioi
52 8 1 Begin
53 8 I For rkciio i= I To stepslo Bo
64 B 2 Begin
65 B 2 R K Loop ioj
66 B 2 End;
67 B I End)
6Y B 8 Procedure Derivative;
76 B ! Begin
71 B 1 Beriv := * * Bessel * txplli-x < x> • 2«)/21;
72 t i End;
74 8 0 Procedure R.K.Loop)
76 B B < inner 4th order Rungs-Kutts loop. The nueber of tines this routine, 1
77 B 0 ( is called depends on the variable ‘steps', )
For rkc2 i= i to 4 Do
Derivative;
Case rkc2 Of
k4 s= intgr) 
ki •.= deriv « delta; 
intgr != k4 Hi / Z, 
x i= x t delta / 2;
2i Begin
k2 i= deriv * delta; 
intgr i» H*M7 2)
End;
3i Begin
kJ i= deriv < delta; 
intgr 1= k4 + kJ|
♦ delta I 2;
4i Begin 
intgr i 
End;
End)
End)
End)
TexttoisrllS);
TextBackgroundil);
k4 Hkl t k2 e 21 k3 a 21 deriv * delta) I 6;
Progru Naeei C:\HflV\PLQTPD,PAS 
Sate) nonisy, Awjust 24, 1987
tfltoxyl!B,15);
Hrite '('What is the prebahility of false alan (Pfa) ? 'I; 
Reatfte (Pfa);
feta*y!10,l5)|
Wrfti (‘What is the loner signal to noise ratio limit (dbl ?'); itiU isdhlonerlj
4oto*yiiB,lS>j
Write ('What is the uppw signal to noise ratio Unit (dbl . 1; 
Weadta (sdbupperl)
for sdb s= sdblower to sdbupper do
si=i):p(sdb«la(lfll/!8li
lil A 2 
162 A 2
!= sgrt(-2 * ZnlPfall; 
:= 2 * pi)
:= 588;
i= H - etl I stepsio; 
:= lend: - xl / steps;
intgrio
for rkci i= 1 to steps do
k2Io 1-8; 
k3io s- 8;
k4lo i= 0;
ifltgrio 8;
Runga.Kutta.Io;
Bessel Intgrio I 12 < pi); 
Rj.loop; 
gotdxyli.Z);
WritiCS/N ,,, \sdb,' Count . 
Prob i= (1 - intgr) « 180;
MSI No 1= sdb;
NSRatlo i= s;
NPfa i= Pfa;
MEt i* etldxj 
NProb i= Prob;
•A- ^
fisse lTabfile2)Cltst (Tab.Ile4l;
PdfablB Values:
u
ji
:i
Prograe Maeei C:\HDV\PLOTPB.PAfi 
latei flenday, August 2d, 19117
Pfa Is HPfa;
Ends i= NEt;
Prod i* NProbj 
#ri<elTabFlle2,!leaRBc2)!
Mtth leered do
str (sdbid.sdbAsel)
$lrlS!4,sAscl|
sirIPfaii,PfaAscli
str(Endii4,EndxAscl{
strlRrob:5:2,Probftscli
xriie.'gfTabfilid, sdbasc,'
( vrite the record to the lila.)
i ease,' pfaasc,' eodxasc,' probasc,’
t
UJOt „
si
i
Prograa Nisei CiOTApROBOET.PAB
Monday, August 24, l?97
{ HHimUHWfHHHMHHIHfHHmfHHmwHHUHHmtHtHim
* This procedure is used to generate the values of the probability of » 
t detection <or a single pulse given the signal to noise ratio and the i
* probability of false ilam, The S/N is requested and the values are *
< displayed on the screen. This procedure is envoked to calculate '
» one value of Pd for a given Pia and B/N re.tio. It is up to the user >
* to check the given data files to see whether the calculation that t 
i has been requested has not been performed previously. The user *
flust refer to the graphs uhich have been plotted or look at the data * 
t files, extension 'asc\ ‘
t Written By i Cyril Harart »
HI+HHHHHHHHUHmmmHHIHMHHmiHHmHHimmmH )
Procedure Initialize;
TextColordSlj
»n'f«I»C 'i26,’Detereination of the Pd function');
Kfi t e In (• • 12!,' ===«====«======«=»«»»«' |;
?«tMy(l,41|
irite ('Hhat is the slgnal-to-noise ratio (dBl ? ’); •
8eadt» (sdbvall;
B:=Mpi5dbYal«j6ilBl/!8) j
irite CMhat is the probaiility of false alars (Pfa) ? 'I;
Keadtp (Pfa);
= 8|
= 0;
= sqrll-2 IifPfal);
35 B
34
37 1 stepslo
1 deltalu « (f - st) 1 stepslo;
= iendx - x) 1 steps;
1 ifttgrlo
= »l
= 8;
* B;
1 k3 = 0;
1 M »0;
0 Procedure Derivativelo;
1 derivlo = expl$<r<(2 i eH x
1 End;
8
0 Procedure R.K.Loop.loi
Prtjraa Nwe: C:\HQVVPR08DET.PAE
Monday, August 24, 1967
Si B 8 { Inner 4th order Runga-Kutti leap. The nuiber of tiies this routine 1
57 B fl { is called depend; on the variable ’steps’, 1
59 B 1 Begin
68 B 1 For rkc2Io i= Mo 4 flo
41 B 2 Begin
62 B 2 Derivativeki
63 B 3 Case rkcZIo Qt
64 B 4 is Begin
65 B 4 k4io i= iotgrioi
66 B 4 kilo derivlo ♦ dellain;
67 B 4 intgrlo != MIo * kilo / 2)
« B 4 f != f * deltaie / 2|
7B B 4 2: Begin
71 B 4 k2Io i= derivlo < deltalo;
72 B 4 intgrlo := k41o + 121b I 2;
73 B 4 End)
74 8 4 J: Begin
75 8 4 kJIo i= derivlo * deltalo;
76 8 4 Intgrlo t= k41o *- k31oi
77 B 4 ( i= f ■» deltalo I 2;
78 8 4 End;
79 8 4 4i Begin
88 B 4 intgrlo := k4!o * (kilo * k2Io ♦ 2 + kilo < 2 ♦ derivlo * deltalo) / 6;
81 8 4 fndj
82 8 3 End;
B3 B 2 End;
B4 8 1 End;
84 B B Procedure Bunga.Kutta.lo;
99 B 1 For rktila i° 1 To stepslo Do
98 B 2 Begin
91 B 2 R.K.Leop.loi
92 B 2 End;
« B 1 End]
95 3 B fraefdurf Psrlvitivs;16 u i Begin
97 B I Oeriv k a Bessel » expdl-x«*) - 2KI/2);
98 B 1 End;
186 B 8 Procedure R.K.loop;
102 B 8 ( Inner 4th order Runga-Kutta loop. The nuiber of times this routine )
163 B B ( is called depends on the variable ’steps’. )
185 B 1 Begin
186 B 1 Far rkc2 i= 1 To 4 Do
187 8 2 Begin
188 B 2 Derivative;
109 B 5 ' Cas: rkc2 Of
118 3 4 h Begin
Progru Hanes C:\HQV\PROBDEI.PfiS 
Ditei Menday, August 24, iSB7
k4 i= intgr;
fc! t- deriv * delta;
Intgr i= k4 + ki / 2;
x :« * ♦ delta / 2j
i.2 != deriv * delta;
intgr := 64 * k2 V 2)
kS := deriv « delta;
intgr i= k4 * W)
x i= x t delta 1 2;
intgr i= k4 + tkl t k2
3 End:129 82 End}
n !
1 End]
132 a 0 Procedure Probjetectioni
1 Begin
I Initialise)1 for ftci ;= ( to steps do
2 kilo := B;
2 MIo s1 flj2 M l o  := 0)
2 intgrlo Is 8]
2 + k3 « 2 ♦ deriv * delta) / 4|
Runga.KuttaJtii 
Bessel := Inbgrlo / 12 « pil; 
fi.K.Loopi
S6texy(25,]5)! 
KriteCBusy ... ',188«rl!cl/stepsi3s2|' % coiiplete'li
uriUiitCRESiiUS’l] 
jo(MyiSfl|2li 
vritehC==«=='l|
}i)<(>jtyl5,iai|Mitlte I‘For S/H = ’,sdbvil,’ d6',' 
»etexy(3li21|
writeie I'For Pfs = '.Pfait,' 
jotoKy(5,141)
VrUelnl'Pil = ’,(1 - intgr) # 168:5:2, 
jnt«yl2S,25)|
kriteCHit asy key to continue.,,'I|
B 2 repeat until keypressed;
B 1 End!
Et = ',mdxt4i2)' Volts*))
Progna Kaaes C:\imPROBDET.PAS 
latei Hotiday, Aupst 24, 1987
Pragria Naeei C:\HOV\RADAR.PAS 
latei flondayi August 24, 1967
This prograu Is the aain procaiurs, It anvokes the various options 
as requested by the user. These include calculation of the radar 
rwifB, generating the Pd, Pfa curves for single and multiple pulse 
Integration, and also plotting these curves.
* Hritten By t Cyril Harari
ii A fl PR06RAK radar]
17 A fl
19 A 8 <41 Variable.pas )
19 A 8 <41 BetSelec.pasl
28 A 0 (41 KainHelp.pas)
21 A 8 <41 Range,pas)
22 A 0 (41 Poser,pas)
24 A 8 ( The procedures included below are used for input of the Theta-Gain Table )
24 A 0 <41 GainThet.pas)
27 A 8 (41 DispVal.pas)
28 A 8 (41 TableSel.pas)
30 A 0 ( The procedure included below is used to calculate the threshold voltage )
31 A 8 ( given a required probability of false alarm and also to determine the )
32 4 8 ( probability of detection for a single pulse, Hovanesslan method. I
34 A 8 (41 ProbOet.pasl
i B ( The procedure included below is used to deteralne the Bessel integral 
. 6 ( using the function approaleationi
39 A 0 (41 Bessel.pas)
1 BEGIN
2 REPEAT
2 TentColordSl]
2 TentBatkgroundlll]
2 get.selection |
T REPEAT
3 r«i/(kbd,op'i
J UNTil op IN options]
2 IF (op 0 '9’l
2 THEN
3 BEGIN
v CAGE op GF
5 '!' i BEGIN
5 Range)
e*. tkJ& XAwUaim#' Ai».t »
Prograa Naeei C:\HOV\RAMR.PAS 
Batei Monday, August 24, 19G7
Bessel.Integral; 
Runga.Kutta)
Bessel.Integra! Results; 
ENBi
3 END;
2 UNTIL op IN I'?']; 
1 clrscr;
Progran Nam i:i\NOV\RANBE.PAS 
Dalai Nunday, August 24, 1987
This procedure Is used to obtain the necessary values so that the 
range equation can be evaluated. The help file is also included 
giving the user further inforeation about the selected option.
Written By i Cyril Haran
< If - procedure that follows is used to obtain the relevant inputs 
so that the radar rangeisinple foraulal can be evaluated,
Pr * received signal power (at antenna terainalel 
Pt = transmitted siganl power (at antenna terminals)
St - transmitting antenna power gain INOTEi- isotropic antenna 6*1) 
Br = receiving antanna power gain
Lambda = wavelength
Ft * pattern-propagaticn factor for the transaitttng-antenna-to-target path. 
Ft * pattern-propagatien factor for target-to-receiving-antonna path.
A = radar-to-target distance (range)
dBm » the voltage corresoondlng to 1 »N into 688 ohms load(0,7B volts ras). 
output power
n = temperature UK) = 298%K
'< = Boltzmann’s constant (1,38 x 10 J/deg)
Fn » noise figure of a receiver
B Typical Values to be input i Pt=i58kw 
0 Freg=l8BHz
-..ag
r i
I’rograa Naaei C:\K0V\MN6E.PflS 
Bate: Monday, August 74, 1987
56 B 1 BEGIN
57 S I { Ptz=8|
5G B 1 6n=6|
59 B 1 6ti=0;
68 3 I Slgaai=Bi
61 5 1 LaiibdaisB;
62 B 1 Freqi=Bi 
43 8 !
64 B 1 Fr:=B;
63 B I SiMini-B;
66 B 1 8i=6)
47 8 I Bri>«;
68 8 1 U=Bj 
H B S Ri-05
70 B 1 R.kai=0! >
7m ! TextColorllSij
72 8 1 TextBackgrounddl)
73 B 1 drier |
71 B l geliiryii,2)i
75 B I wr/feC ' i IBj‘PARAMETER INPUT TOR CftlClH.ATIDN OF THE RAM8 RftNSE')|
76 B 1
78 B 1 y»to»jr(l|5l|
79 B I vritel‘Dc you Nant seee help ? (Y/NI'I}
80 B I rfjiHb(J|Cli)|
81 B 1
82 B 1 drfW;
83 S ! H efi IS C‘y',‘Y‘3
84 B 2 then begin
85 B 2 jaioxy (|,7I i
36 8 2 until* C 'i!B,'Tli8 range equation can be evaluatei1 nerj. Typical Inputs
37 8 2 »fitrifi I’ '!l0,'include tran»ltted paner, transalttitig and receiving power
68 B 2 urtteii V Ur?rt trass section, patterfi propagaUwi (actor IPff)
69 8 2 *rifc/ii (' ':i8,'(or tie transeitling-antenna-to-target path, PPF for the
98 3 2 nr/teln (’ 'iIB,’target-ta-receiving-antenna path, noise bandwidth of the
91 B 2 truth I’ ‘ilB,’receiver predetection filter, the generalized loss factors,
92 3 2 Mifflin i’ \'!0,'signiRa-noisB ratio, and the frequency or Navelenqth.
% 8 2 w iU le j
94 B 2 g6iexyl2fl,251|
95 8 2 #riUi‘ Hit any key to continue ... ’!)
96 8 3 REPEAT UNTIL teypressBd
97 8 2 end;
98 8 1 for count i= 7 to . ' do
99 8 2 begin
108 E 2 }»to*y (1,count)}
181 B 2 drEJi)
102 B 2 end;
103 B 1 jdtsjyU 51;
104 8 1 Nr/(e(‘Tran5aitted signal ptJHcr (Pt) (Watts: ? 'I;
105 8 1 readblPt);
106 3 1 krifel’Transeitting antenna paner gain (9t) IdBI ?
107 8 I reaillUOUBh
108 8 1 8ti=ex;i6tdBilii(10l/10);
109 3 1 Nn'tit'Recetvlng antenna gain (fir) (dBI ?
110 B i readn (BriBlj
Prsgram Naaes C:\HOV\RSNSE,PAS 
Date: Monday, August 24, 1987
Tiae: 1:25
B 1 Bri*ey|i(6rd8«l»ll0)/I81i
B 1 un'tarRadar target cross section (el (all ? 'I;
3 1 readle(Sigsa);
B 1 urltel'PPF for the transeitting-antenna-to-target path (Ftl ? ');
B 1 readlulFtl;
8 1 uriteCPPF for the target-to-receiving-antenna path (Frl ? 'I;
B 1 readl»(Frl|
B I aritaCNoise bandwidth of the receiver predetection filter IBn! (HertzI ?
8 1 readlatBnlj
B 1 km(t('Value for the generalized loss factors (LI (dBl ? 'I;
8 1 readliddBI;
B 1 L:=eyp(LdB«l8liBI/18)i
8 1 uritet’Signal-to-noise ratio (S/Slain (dB) 7 '1;
B I readlilSIMindBli 
B 1 Sil#ol!ini=Bxp ISlMoliiedBtie I1B1Z2B1 $
8 ! nniei'Bo you have the frequency or the wavelength (F or HI ? ’))
B 1 rea#h(Freq.wavel)
8 i Freq.waves'tfpCaselFreq.waveli 
B 1 If Freq.wave - 'F' then 
8 2 begin
8 2 urftel'Nhat is the frequency of transaission (Freqi (Hertzl ? ');
0 2 rudlalFreqli
B 2 Lasbda:=3E08/Freqi
B 2 begin
B 2 wrftel'Enter the wavelength (Utbdu) (eetresl ? '1;
B 2 read/a(Laabdalf
B 2 urfteia:
B 1 R:=s?rMs<|r(((Ptf6tHir*Sig«a«sqr(LaebdaUsqr(ft)*sgnf')l/i64»pizpitpl«6iNaMin«k<TkaBn«ll))| 
B 1 R km-R/iBBB;
B I CtrStn 
8 1 g*(wy'l,31;
B 1 erfU.rC ':38,'RESULM'I:
B 1 write" ,:38l'=«===,)i 
8  1 j o t o z y ( 1 0 , 4 1 |
8 1 wrltelel'For 
B i getoyyiiu.tiii 
6 I wr/te 1'Pt = ’,Pti5i!,- watts’))
B 1 g«taxy(4fl,81i 
B 1 writeCGt = ',BtdB:5:ll;
B 1 gotoxy(10,9)|
B 1 uritel’Gr = -,GrdB:5ill;
8 1 gotoxy(4B,9)i 
B 1 writel'e « ',Sigoai4:l,' el’l;
B 1 gotoxy(lB,lG)|
B 1 wri'tel'Laabda = ',La«bda:4ii|' aetres'l;
B I g«toxy(40,181| 
a 1 wrlteCFt» ',Ft:3:ll;
B 1 gstoxy(18,lll!
B 1 wn'teCFr»',Fri3:ll{
B 1 g»t»xy(4e,ill!
B 1 Nf/teCSlNohin = ’iSiHoHindBiSil,’ dB’l|
B I g«twy(10,l2l;
Program Naaei C:\HOV\RHHGE,HAS Ragei 4
Datei Monday, August 24, 1987
Tiie: 1:25
mtel’L = 'iLdBiS:!,' dB'lj 
geto«:y(48,12l) 
uritel’Bn = aiS,' Ht'l? 
f6toxy(10|131i
uritel'Frequancy = ',Freq:5,' Hz');
?otoxy(B,MI|
urittl'The radar range 16) is ’,6:5:1,' wires l',RJm:S::,' tul.'l: 
gotcxy(K,25li
uritei'flit any key to continue...1); 
repeat until keypressed;
#1
e
r
g
Progrsa Naeei C:\KOV\TABLESEL.PAS 
Date: Nonday, August 24, 5987
8 Procedure Table Select:
8
1 Begin
2 Repeat { until the file naae exists >
2 gotinryllB.Wi
2 UriteV Enter table naie :
2 SeidhiFilenaaeli
2 Filanaee Filenaae + '.dat‘; < table Hies have a f.dat )
2 g6toxylie,2fl>i ( extension, >
2 write {'File In use is : ',FUeNaael;
2 BelaydSBJ))
2 Assip <TabFile,FileKaBB)j
15 8 { Non we check that the >
16 i 2 *e$ti(TabFilel| { file exists. )
17 6 I If it does not exist, >
IB ) 2 Exists t= tlfresuit 1 6I| ( the user can create It. }
2 H not exists then
21 ,)
22 {
23 8 I #W;y(18,28);
J 8n’te('File does not exist. Would you like to create It ? IVN) "I;
$ <eadlKtid,chl,'
26 1 3 If 1/pCise (chi = T  then
27 t
2fl B 4 ReKritf(rahFilel;
4 Exists i= True;
4 End}
I endi
2
2 Until Exists;
Pragraa Niies C:\K0V\VM1SBLE.PAS 
Date: May! August 24, 1987
This (lie is has alt the global variables xjich are used In ail the 
procedures. It includes TYPE, String, variable, constant and label
Written By i Cyril Hararl
19 4 B RecHa = RECORD
sdb i Integer;
s, Pfa, end*, Proh : Real;
END;
strPfa = string ClBl;
0 sdbAsc, sAsc, PlaAsc, endxAsc, ProbAsc i strPfa ;
0 END;
0
0 VAR d, x, Pr, Pt, 6r, R, igia, St, Ac, Laebda, Pr.db, Pr.dbe, Freq,
0 Ft, Pr, Proh, Pla, S, in, L, R.eax, R.ka, lo, teep, (a,l Ut, Nras, p,
0 result, res, stt, fin, step, SiNoHin, BtdB, BrdB, ilNoRindB, LdB, :2,B latgrlo, derlvla, kilo, 622a, k3Ia, MZo, intgr, derlv, tl, tt, M, M,
0 st, I, delta, s2, Et, endx, Bessel, end.st, tlGai .R, KGainT, BalnR,
0 Bain!, deltaic, BNueber, HSRatic, REt, MPfa, MProb, sdbval i real)
0 eh, op, freq.wave, opl, op3, per, ansuer i char ;
0 ennd, odd, periodic, llsits.suep, Exists i boolean |
0 {«nat«tr,Mf»fHi}
B rule.string : string 1501 ;
8 TahFile : File of fiecj
0 HeeRee i Rec;
0 TabFileZ : File oi RecPfaf
0 KenRec2 : ReePfa;
0 Tabfilel i File oi ReePfaAsc;
B Tabfiled i txt;
B RbbRbcS ! ReePfaAsc;
0 HTheta, Theta, lb,) steps, rkcl, rkc2, stepsln, rkclio, rkc21o, NuaBteps,
0 count, value, MSiNo, sdblover, sdbupper,sdB : Integer;
0 Filenaee, FlleNaM21 itringEHlj
0 BraphNaee : string 1801;
0 xx, ss i array II,,131 of real;
Hontlay, August 24, 1987
options ! set of char = l'l','2','3','4','5','6','7','8','9'] | 
Baialloned • IE-9;
N.38e-23| 
pK.1415924535;
V
APPENDIX F Probability of detection versus signal to noise 
ratio (Povanessian [3])
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Figure 6-3. Vrobabillly o f  <
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Examples of graphs plotted for varying S/N ai 
probability of false alarm for Uingle pulse 
integration
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APPENDIX B A typical coverage diagram showing the radar vertical 
coverage using a cosecant-squared beam
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Example of a graph Blake [1 and 2] of the required 
signal—to noise ratio for a linear detector as a 
function of nurabe.v of pulses integrated, for 0.1 
probability of detection, calculated for a 
nonfluctuating signal for five values of ±»lse-alarm 
probability (Pfa )
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